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ABSTRACT
An extended Kalman filter estimator has been implemented to
study the calibration of an accelerometer, which is part of an
experiment package to be placed in the orbiter payload bay area on a
shuttle mission. This design is a project in the Air Force Geophysics
Lab's Gravity Mapping Program.
The software developed for this project processes data about
shuttle maneuvers and estimates the errors associated with the
experiment Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) in question. Computer
simulations show that the estimates satisfy specifications set by the
STAGE (STS-GPS Tracking for Anomalous Gravitation Estimation)
program.
As a result, this fixed mount methodology provides a viable
alternative to the more expensive Low-G Accelerometer Calibration
System (LOGACS).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
This thesis is part of a study conducted at Mayflower
Communications Co., Inc., for the Air Force Geophysics laboratory
(AFGL) Gravity Mapping Program. The objective of the study is to
determine the feasibility of estimating anomalies in the gravitational
field of the earth at the Space Transportation System (STS) Orbiter
altitude to an accuracy of 1 mgal (1 micro-g) or better. On-board
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
measurements will be used for this purpose. Calibration of the
accelerometers in an Experiment Inertial Measurement Unit (EIMU) is
essential for its use in this project. This report documents the results
of a study to estimate the errors in the outputs of these
accelerometers.
The two phases of this experiment involve in flight, and post
flight processing. In flight, the position and velocity data, the
acceleration and the orientation are derived from GPS and INS (Inertial
Navigation System), and are recorded. After the flight, the INS
instruments are calibrated and aligned. Then, the above information is
again derived from the two sources, with the INS data corrected for the
estimated instrument errors. The information is compared, and the
discrepancy is ascribed to the errors in modeling the gravity field as
implemented in the INS. Thus, the difference in G is estimated.
In the accurate modeling of the Earth's gravity field, an
alternative to this space-based technique is surface measurements of
the Earth's gravitational potential. This method requires
measurements as close to the generating mass as possible. However, a
variety of reasons (geographic, political etc.) do not allow for accuracy
and homogeneous resolution over certain land and ocean areas. Thus,
the space-based technique was chosen for this study.
The low-earth orbiting vehicle chosen for this project is the
space shuttle. The Gravity Anomaly Experiment instrument package
will be mounted in the shuttle payload bay area.
1.2 Development
There were two methods to chose from for the shuttle-based
experiment accelerometer calibration. The first technique, the Air
Force Low-G Accelerometer Calibration System (LOGACS), involves the
accelerometers being mounted on a precision motor turntable system.
Known centripetal accelerations are generated to help estimate the
bias and the scale factor errors in the accelerometer outputs. The
table acts as a centrifuge with a predetermined center of rotation, and
is rotated at different constant rates. Two different known rotation
rates induce inputs of two different known magnitudes allowing for the
separation of the accelerometer bias and scale factor errors. The table
rotation modulates the component of acceleration due to the
aerodynamic effects (along the input axis), separating them from the
bias errors, giving desirable results. However, this equipment is heavy
(the motor table system is about 20 pounds), and thus expensive. The
second calibration technique described below, gives promising results
and accomplishes significant savings in size and weight.
The Fixed-Mount accelerometer bias calibration technique is a
viable alternative to the Shuttle-Mounted centrifuge. Along with
eliminating the need for the turntable, the Fixed-Mount technique
reduces the penalties in power, cost and reliability. It achieves these
advantages with only a modest constraint on the shuttle operational
procedure.
The fundamental difference in this technique is that the entire
shuttle is rotated, instead of just an experiment package within it.
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This permits a simple hard mounting of the instrument package to the
shuttle payload bay area. Rotation of the shuttle at known different
(moderate) rates is used to generate inputs and to modulate
aerodynamic forces. The mission specialists have to conduct rotation
sequences according to the needs of the experiment. As in the first
technique, the bias errors are distinguishable from the aerodynamic
effects. It will be shown that the scale factor errors depends on the
knowledge of the lever arm from the CG of the shuttle to the location
of the accelerometers in the experiment package. Thus, the scale
factor can only be calibrated to the degree to which the shuttle center
of gravity (CG) is known.
The scale factor errors are heavily correlated with the
aerodynamic effects. The aerodynamic coefficients have a great deal
of uncertainty due to the limited knowledge of the atmospheric density
at orbital altitudes. Since the scale factor errors follow the
aerodynamic forces, while the lever arm errors do not (even though the
uncertainty obviously causes problems in the estimation of errors), it
was believed that the presence of a small aerodynamic acceleration
might help to separate these errors from each other. In any case, it is
shown below that the scale factor error is not crucial to the STS-GPS
Tracking for Anomalous Gravitation Estimation (STAGE) mission.
As figure 1.1 (reproduced from [ref. UPV89]) shows, at the
nominal shuttle altitude of 300km, the drag acceleration ranges
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between 0.01 to 1 gg. Accelerations due to crew activities (exceeding
1gg over short intervals) and accelerations due to vernier thruster
activity (up to about 200gg over shorter intervals) may be larger than
the drag. Of these, the mission specialists can minimize their's and the
vernier thruster activity. But, the aerodynamic drag persists even
while data is being taken, and must be accounted for to the desired
accuracy. The 0.5% accuracy (based on ground calibration) of the MESA
accelerometer selected for this mission will at maximum produce an
error of 0.005gg in the presence of drag. This is an acceptable error
relative to the other elements in the error budget.
13
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1.3 Approach
The recursive estimator chosen to accomplish the task of
experiment accelerometer calibration is the KALMAN Filter. This is
chosen because the filter allows data to be used from random
maneuvers and requires no conditions on the shuttle motion for the data
to be processible. Its formulation allows for covariance analysis and
the simulation to be done simultaneously. Table 1.1 below shows how
the errors were modeled in the formulation of the estimator.
Table 1.1: Formulation of the Estimator
State Variable Modeled Representation
Accelerometer bias (3) Random constant
Scale factor error (3) Random constant
Atmospheric density (1) First order Markov process
Shuttle Aerodynamic First order Markov process
Coefficients (3)
Shuttle CG to Experiment CG Random constant
lever arms (3)
Chapter 2
Deriving the Measurement Model
2.1 Presentation of the equipment used
2.1.1 Experiment IMU Specifications
As discussed before, the experiment instrument package, unlike
the turntable package (figure 2.1 [ref. Kar89]), is hard mounted in the
shuttle cargo bay area (figure 2.2 [ref. Kar89]). Based on the on orbit
shuttle dynamics environment and the error budget of below 1lg for
the acceleration measurement, the specifications set for the
experiment IMU are [ref. Upa89, page 3-9]:
Accelerometer Bias a = 10 g with 1 pg stability
(3.22x10 -4 ft/sec2 )
Accelerometer Scale Factor a = 500ppm
Temperature Sensitivity a = 0.25Rg/deg F
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Experiment IMU Availability
The industry data collected by R.G. Brown Associates, Inc. under a
subcontract from Mayflower Communications Co., Inc. indicated that a
strapped down IMU configuration should be used. Ring laser gyros and
precision accelerometers make up the IMU instruments for this
configuration. The Honeywell advanced ring laser gyro RLG 1342 and
the Bell Aerospace Miniature Electrostatic Accelerometer (MESA) were
selected as the candidate instruments. The performance of this
accelerometer is given below [ref. Upa89, page 3-11]:
Manufacturer : Bell MESA 3-axis unit
Full Scale : 1 10 milli g
2 1 milli g
3 100 gg
* range (1,2 or 3) selected by the user
Resolution 108
Space Qual. yes
Size 5x9x4 (Inches)
Power 9 Watts
Weight : 5 Ibs.
Cost $500K
The advantages of using a Bell MESA accelerometer over others
includes its proven technology and higher level of performance. The
product availability represents a lower risk to the experiment.
18
2.1.2
In addition to these IMU instruments, a modified Motorola TOPEX
GPSDR receiver and a Data Tape MARS 1428 Tape Recorder are also part
of the experiment package.
19
2.2 Derivation of the instrument output
2.2.1 Equations of motion
The derivations in this chapter follow closely, unpublished notes
by Professor Wallace E. Vander Velde. The acceleration sensed by the
experiment instrument in the shuttle can be derived from the equations
of motion. Errors in this vector can be inferred from observations of
both translational and rotational positions and velocities of the
shuttle, applied to a proper model. The equations of motion for
translation and rotation are decoupled by writing them for translating
the center of mass (CM) of the shuttle and rotating about that point.
aApplied force (E) = ( Linear momentum of CM) (2.1)
E = -cm) (2.2)
E = m.4cm (23)
Here, the time derivatives are as observed from an inertial coordinate
frame.
During the maneuver period the mission specialists will remain
motionless and use a minimal amount of fuel to accomplish the
sequence. Thus, the mass of the shuttle can be modelled to be a
constant over the interval of accelerometer calibration.
Applied moment = a ( Angular momentum about the CM) (2.4)
20
at, (l.WIlB)
Transfering to body coordinates,
M = ( I.WIB ) + WIB X (I.WIB) (2.5)
As seen from the body coordinates, I (above) can be considered a
constant. Thus,
M = 1LB + WIB X (I.WlB) (2.6)
where A-lB is simply the rate of change of the shuttle's angular
velocity, as seen in body coordinates.
To maintain generality, the reference body coordinate frame
should be treated as not being aligned with the principal axes of the
shuttle. Here, the I would be a full matrix, and a rigorous integration
would be required to solve for WIB(t). Given M, integrating the
differential equation
at (WIB) = -1M - 1.[ WIB X (.WIB) ] (2.7)
gives WIB(t).
The alternative to modelling the external moment history and
integrating the differential equation is specifying WIB(t) as a
sequence of rotations. This is an adequate description of the motion
environment for the purpose of analyzing the accuracy of the
accelerometer calibration procedure. A sequence of angular rates can
21
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be specified because data will not be processed during intervals of
thruster activity.
2.2.2 Lever arm
As stated in Chapter 1, the experiment package will be located in
the payload bay area of the shuttle. This location does not coincide
with the center of mass of the shuttle. Thus, the accelerometers will
indicate the accleration at a point other than the center of mass of the
shuttle. To translate this information to the CM, call the position
vector from the origin of the inertial frame to the location of the
accelerometer La and the separation of La from Lcm (the vector from
the origin of the inertial frame to the shuttle CM), L.
La = Lcm + L (2.8)
2.2.3 Acceleration vector
Here, the acceleration vector is derived. Differentiating equation
2.8,
(La) t m) + () (2.9)
a a
"a (Lcm) + atB () + WIB X L
Since the position of the accelerometers is constant in body
coordinates, and with the assumption that the center of mass of the
22
orbiter does not change significantly (also in body coordinates) during
the period of calibration, equation 2.9 can be written as,
_t ([a) = t (Lcm) + W lB X . (2.10)
Now, differentiating again,
t2 ( a= t 2 1 (Lm) + (B XL) + WIBX(WIB X ). (2.11)
1
= F + IWIBX r + WIBX L+ WIBX(WIBX r)
m
As stated above assuming that L is negligible,
a2  1
(rLa) = F + IBX r + WIBX(WIB X r). (2.12)ot 2 1 _
Equation 2.12 represents the acceleration vector as seen at the
location of the experiment IMU. Each accelerometer indicates the non-
gravitational component of this vector along its input axis. The
gravitational contribution to the specific force is balanced evenly over
the acclerometer parts (as in a simple vertical spring mass system on
a table) and does not create a force difference that can be indicated.
Thus, comparisons with other methods that indicate the gravitational
contribution allow an accurate deducement of this effect. The only
non-gravitational contribution to the specific force which is of
consequence here, is that due to aerodynamic effects. So, E can be
written specifically as Fa.
Non-gravitational 1F a + -IBX L + WIBX(WIB X r) (2.13)
acceleration
23
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2.2.4 Accelerometer output vector
The actual indicated quantity of the accelerometers would
include the afore mentioned non-gravitational acceleration and
additional error terms that need to be modelled. Only the bias and the
scale factor errors need to be accounted for, because the other errors
in the system are trivially small (for instance the disturbances due to
outgassing, astronaut movement and vernier thrusts etc. can be
minimized at the time of the calibration). To model the set of
accelerometer outputs at any given time, define unit vectors along the
input axes of the accelerometers coordinatized in body coordinates.
These unit vectors (call these 1TIAi for i = 1,2,3) can be utilized to
represent misalignments between the accelerometer axes and the
shuttle body axes. After adding the wideband noises (ni) to the system,
the output vector is,
1+k1 0 0
0 1+k2 0
0 0 1+k3
If
T
1 IA2
1TIA3
+
m Fa + IBX r + WIBX(WIB X r)
bI
b2
b3
+
n1
n2
n3
where ki (i=1,2,3) are the scale factor errors and bi are the biases. All
the vectors in the above expression are in body coordinates.
24
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m2=
m3
2.3 Definition of the coordinate frame
4x
point is in the
Yb plane..
Figure 2.3 The reference body coordinate frame
a : shuttle angle of attack
S : the sideslip angle (figure 2.3)
As shown in figure 2.3 (above), the reference body coordinate
frame has XB forward, YB pointing out of the right wing, and ZB pointing
downward. It is assumed that the orientation of the body frame
relative to the inertial coordinates, and the velocity vector in inertial
coordinates are known inputs to the filter. Thus, using quaternion
manipulations [ref. Ve183], the velocity can be transformed from
inertial to body coordinates.
v(B) = CIB. (l)
Here, the transformation matrix is [ref. Ve183],
(2.14)
25
Zb
B
I
1-2[s(2)2 + s(3)2] 2[s(1).s(3) - s(O).s(2)]
2[s(1).s(2) - s(O).s(3)] 1-2[s(1)2 + s(3)2] 2[s(2).s(3) + s(O).s(1)]
2[s(1).s(3) + s(O).s(2)] 2[s(2).s(3) + s(O).s(1)] 1-2[s(1)2 + s(2)2]
where the 's' represents the cosine (s(O)) and the sine (s(1),s(2) and
s(3)) terms in Qibsind, the indicated quaternion between the intertial
and the body coordinates. Now, a and 3 can be defined using Vx , Vy and
Vz , the body axis componenets of the velocity vector, and IVI, its
magnitude (figure 2.3). Using the positive directions for a and f
defined in the figure,
a = tan (Vý) (-,)* (2.15)
A four quadrant arctan routine is used
V x )
= Sin- 1 ( (2 '-2) (2.16)IV'
26
2[s(1).s(2) + s(O).s(3)]
2.4 Derivation of the aerodynamic force
The modelling of the aerodynamic force Ea poses the largest
question in the formulation of this problem. A nominal model of this
force and a representation of the uncertainties in that model are
required for error analysis purposes. The aerodynamic force is of the
form,
1
Ea = (p)V 2 A. f(a,J) (2.17)
where, a, : are as defined in section 2.3
p is the atmospheric density at the orbiter
altitude
V is the shuttle translational velocity in inertial
coordinates
A is the planform area of the orbiter as seen
from the z-axis (figure 2.2)
f(a,P) : the aerodynamic force coefficients, (such as
the axial and normal force coefficients).
Modelling the axial, normal and side force coefficients rather than
drag, lift and sideslip coefficients, gives the aerodynamic force (Ea)
directly in body coordinates (simplifying the calculations).
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Dividing equation 2.17 by the shuttle mass, the scalar components
that multiply f((a,) can be collected together as a coefficient 'a,' in the
form of an accleration.
1 1
ma 2m (p) V2 A . f(a,) (2.18)
= a . f(a,( ) (2.19)
The uncertainty in 'a' is primarily due to the uncertainty in the
atmospheric density, p (which is highly uncertain at orbiter altitudes).
2.4.1 The aerodynamic force coefficients
The elements of f(a,3) are defined by the hypersonic aerodynamic
characteristics of the shuttle. The components of tf(c,p) along the X,Y
and Z body axes are called Cx(a,p), Cy(ca,f) and Cz((a,) respectively.
These coefficients (along with 'a' discussed before) define the axial,
side and normal aerodynamic specific force in body coordinates.
For the purposes of error analysis, it is important that the
uncertainties in these effects be represented fairly. The nominal form
of these functions should produce the dominant character of the
aerodynamic effects. It is not crucial that this nominal form be
correct, since it is the error that is being estimated (a more accurate
nominal form does not affect the estimate of the error). The general
shape of these functions is as shown below in figure 2.4.
28
A = Planform area
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Figure 2.4 : Aerodynamic Force Coefficients
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The planform area of the vehicle is used as the reference area to
define the force coefficients. As stated before, this is the projected
area as viewed along the ZB axis (since it is the largest). Thus, when a
= +/-90deg and 3 = Odeg, the velocity vector points along the ZB axis
and Oz reaches its maximum of 2. Cz is scaled with Cos 2 P because the
component of velocity in the X,Z plane, which rotates with a, is
proportional to Cos P, and the specific force is proportional to velocity
squared.
The maximum values of ax and Cy must be scaled by the ratio of
the maximum projected areas along these axes (Ax and Ay) to the
reference area (Az). Thus, the following functions define the
components of f((a,P), and represent the nominal aerodynamic specific
force.
Ax
Cx = -2. z .Cos a Cos 2  (2.20)
A
Cy = -2 Sinp (2.21)
= Cos2  (2.22)Az
Cz = -2 Sin a Cos 2 3 (2.22)
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Chapter 3
Modelling the Error Dynamics
This chapter is derived from unpublished notes written by
Prof. Wallace E. Vander Velde. The aerodynamic scaling coefficient
and the aerodynamic coefficients are modeled as first order Markov
processes, while the bias, scale factor and lever arm errors are
modeled as random constants.
31
3.1 The Aerodynamic Force
The uncertainty in the knowledge of the aerodynamic specific
force can be modeled in several ways. Yet, errors in the
representation of 'a', Cx, Cy and Cz cannot be avoided.
3.1.1 The scaling coefficient 'a'
The uncertainty in 'a' arises primarily due to the uncertainty in
the knowledge of the atmospheric density, p. So, the scaling
coefficient can be expressed as,
a = an + Sa (3.1)
where, an: is the nominal value
and 8a : is the error in the knowledge of that value.
The Sa term is modeled as a Markov process, a correlated
process in time. Since the atmospheric density at one point is
correlated to the value at another point by only the distance between
them, 'a' has a correlation time given by,
Ia (3.2)
a V
where, I : is the correlation length of the density variations
and V: is the shuttle velocity.
Using the standard transfer function for an unknown pattern,
32
1 + ts
(3.3)1 + -rs
S a +r SSa =  rn
S a + r•a= rn
Thus, the linearized dynamics of the error in the scaling coefficient
are expressed as (calling n = na, and r = ra),
1
8a = Sa + na. (3.4)
"a
Over a period of AT,
AT
8a(AT) = D Sa(0 ) + f4(AT,-r).n(r).dt
The variance Va = Ga2 (AT) = 8a(AT) 2
= 65a(0). Sa(O)T DT + ... (other terms),
if the error is a matrix. But, since it is a scalar here,
AT AT
= D2 .8a 2 (0) + fdcn1 fdr2-4"(AT, 1r). n( 1r).n(r2 ) DT(AT,r 2 ).
0 0
Now, since na(t) is a white noise, the expected value is
na(t) = 0.
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
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and n(r 1 ).n(r 2 ) = Na. 8('2 - ' 1 ). (3.9)
Here, Na is the intensity of the noise, chosen to give the desired
standard deviation for 5a in the steady state. So, the variance
becomes,
AT
= [.Sa(0)] 2 + fJ(AT,t). Na. DT(AT,r).dr. (3.10)
0
AT
where D= e', . If V, is the variance of 6a,
1 1
Va = (--).Va + Va. (-)+ Na. (3.11)ra Ta
and since Va = 0 in the steady state,
2
Va = Na (3.12)
Ta
Va = T .Na
2
Na = .Va
2 2 (3.13)Na ,a a
3.1.2 The aerodynamic coefficients
The aerodynamic force depends on a (the angle of attack) and P
(the sideslip angle). Therefore, to represent the uncertainty in
f(a,3), the general dependence of the aerodynamic forces on a and f
must be preserved. Recognizing the uncertainty in the knowledge of
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the coefficients Cx , Cy and Cz , and adding the error terms to the
nominal components, they can be expressed as,
Ax
Cx = -(2  + 5 Cx). Cos a Cos2 3 (3.14)
Cy = -(2 y+ &Cy).Sin P (3.15)
Cz = -(2 + 8Cz). Sin a Cos 2 3 (3.16)
Clearly, the error terms (8Ci, i=x,y,z) in equations 3.14, 3.15
and 3.16 are correlated processes. If their dependence on a and 3
were correct and only the magnitude scaling were wrong, these
errors would be random constants. But, since the modeling of the
dependence on a and P is in error to some extent as well, 8Ci should
be modeled as being variable with a correlation time that depends on
how rapidly a and P change. So, as in the case of the scaling
coefficient, the dynamics of 8Ci are (for i=x,y,z),
sci = .8Ci + nci. (3.17)
with Tc = 3w'
1 3
or, rearranging, 1c = .w (3.18)
where, w = The shuttle angular rate = Iwibl-
Following a similar procedure as before, the intensity of the
white noise process nci(t) is,
35
Nci - . ci
Plugging in for Trc,
Nci = . w. C (3.19)
This completes the modeling of the uncertainty in the representation
1
of .Ea.m-
36
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3.2 The rotation rate
The errors in the knowledge of Wib and Wb are two other errors
in the representation of the specific force at the accelerometer
location. Data on W-ib and Wib will be derived from the ring laser
gyros of the experiment IMU which are of type Honeywell GG1342
[ref. Kar89]. Therefore, the principal short-term error source is the
quantization error. Wib is evaluated as,
1b(tk) = •e- i  (3.20)
where the sum is over the Ae pulses accumulated during the current
sample period. This gives,
Wib(tk) = AT (W1 b(tk) - Wib(tk-1) )'  (3.21)
or a higher ordered differencing rule can be used for a more accurate
value. In any case, the quantization error effect is correlated in W.ib
and Wib, and these terms enter the specific force expression
nonlinearly as well. So, an exact treatment of this small gyro
quantization error is difficult.
As a solution to this problem, the variance of the wideband
noises nl,n 2 ,n3 are augmented with terms representing the
magnitude of the quantization error effects in Wib and Wib. The
perturbed W components are discussed in section 4.3.
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The mission situation envisioned has the shuttle doing a
sequence of rotations about different axes. Since these are
controlled maneuvers, the rotations are modeled as each having
constant angular velocities. Thus, during the times that
measurements are processed, Wib = 0. In an actual implementation,
the Wib x r term should be included because the angular velocity may
not be exactly constant. But for the simulation of this mission, this
term is omitted because the perturbations in the angular velocity
are assumed negligible.
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3.3 The lever arm
The error in the knowledge of the lever arms (r) is important
as it is largely inseparable from the accelerometer scale factor
errors. As shown in the output vector in Chapter 2, the r multiplies
the scale factor contribution (ki) to the output. The atmospheric
1force is actually helpful in this regard as IEa modulates the effect
of the ki on the measurements, while not influencing the effect of .r
on them. So, in theory, these errors become less heavily correlated
when the aerodynamic forces are modulated along the axes of the
centripetal acceleration components, which are proportional to the
lever arm components. This can be accomplished by rotating the
shuttle about an axis that is perpendicular to the lever arm.
The knowledge of r is in error primarily because the
accelerometer location is referred to the shuttle center of mass.
Thus, r is known only as well as the CM location of the shuttle is,
and it is not known to the required accuracy. By supposing that the
center of mass location is essentially fixed during the calibration
period, Lr is modeled as a random constant.
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3.4 The dynamics of the state
The state vector to be estimated is,
a (3.22)
IE
L 6r_
The four vectors b, k, R and [r, and the scalar 5a, give a total of 13
state variables.
The dynamics of this state are of the form,
X= AX +n. (3.23)
As discussed before, the scaling coefficient and the
aerodynamic elements are modeled as Markov processes and have
diagonal elements in the A matrix. 'A' has values of zero
corresponding to all the other states since they are all modeled as
random constants. The noise vector,
nT[= 0 0 0 0 0 na  ncx ny ncz 0 0 0] (3.24)
is also made up of zeros for the rest of these states. In equation
form, the dynamics are,
1
X7 X7 + na (3.25)ra
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X =
(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28)
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Chapter 4
The Kalman Filter
4.1 Introduction
The introduction to KALMAN filtering is a section from [ref.
Kar89, pages 42-45]. It is reproduced here for the completeness of
this document.
The dynamics of the accelerometer calibration process which
describe the system, have been presented in earlier chapters. Using
this information, a recursive KALMAN filter is designed. This design
involves various tasks; discretization, measurement processing,
covariance analysis and propagation - that are now studied. This
complete model of the filter is later implemented on a digital
computer.
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Techniques used in the filter design are fairly general and can
be transposed with minimal adaptations to other applications. The
same structure was used in the Attitude Alignment Transfer
problem [ref. Kar89].
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4.2 Introduction to KALMAN Filtering
This section is taken from [ref. Kar89]. It summarizes
important results about KALMAN Filtering techniques. A more
detailed presentation can be found in the engineering literature, e.g
[ref. Cor88, pages 102-155] and [ref. Bro83, pages 181-212].
Optimal filtering of a linear system refers to estimating the current
state, based upon all past measurements. Starting with a dynamic
system and a corresponding measurement relationship:
Xk+1 = ýkXk + Vk (4.1)
Zk = HkXk + wk (4.2)
where:
Xk = (n x 1) state vector at time tk.
k = (n x n) state transition matrix.
wk = measurement noise - white sequence with assumed known
covariance (uncorrelated with the vk sequence).
Zk = (m x 1) measurement vector at time tk.
Hk = (m x n) observation matrix.
vk = (n x 1) driving noise vector - white sequence with known
covariance.
The covariance matrices are defined by:
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if i = k (4.3)
{Q Rk if k
E[wkwTi] = {Rk if i  k (4.4)
E[wkvTi] = 0 for all k and i (4.5)
Denoting the estimate prior to the incorporation of the latest
measurement with a 'minus' superscript, the estimation error is
defined as:
ek- = Xk - Xk -  (4.6)
and a third covariance matrix is introduced, the state error
covariance matrix:
Pk- = E[ek-ek -T] (4.7)
An update of the estimate is obtainable through blending of the
prior estimate and the latest measurement. In general:
Xk = Xk
- 
+ Kk(Zk - HkXk-), (4.8)
(In this analysis, Xk = Xk- + Kk(Zk(X) - Zk(~) ).
where Kk is a blending factor matrix determined in such a fashion
that the optimality criterion is satisfied. Through algebraic
manipulation, Kk is found to be:
Kk = Pk-.HkT(HkPk-HkT + Rk)- 1 (4.9)
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and this value is called Kalman gain. The state error covariance for
the updated estimate is:
Pk = (I - KkHk)Pk
-
(4.10)
Between measurements, the filter propagates both the estimate and
the error covariance in accordance with the equations:
Xk+ 1 = kXk (4.11)
(4.12)Pk+1-1 = OkPk kT+ OQk
Table 4.1, given below, summarizes the equations evoked in
this section. A detailed expression is now sought for each of the
terms mentioned.
Table 4.1 : The KALMAN Filter loop
System dynamics xk+_l _ Vk Wk _N(0,Qk)
zk = HkXk + Wk Vk= N(0,Rk)
Kalman gain Kk = Pk-.HkT(HkPk-HkT + Rk)-1
Estimate update Xk = Xk- + Kk(Zk(.) 
- Zk(X))
Error covariance Pk' -( KkHk)Pk
Propagation of estimate Xk.= kX
Propagation o-fcovariance Pk+- = kPkk T QkL - IPk+ I-' = OkPk~kk + Qk
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4.3 Discretization of the dynamics
To implement the filter on a digital computer, in a case where
measurements are processed only at discrete points in time, the
dynamics need to be discretized. As shown in section 4.2, these
dynamics in discrete time are,
X(tk+l) = 4D.X(tk) + V(tk). (4.13)
where, (D and V(tk) are as shown below.
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0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 000 ATe Ta
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
AT
e-
ZC
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
V(tk)T= [0 0 0 0 v 7 V8 v 9 V 1 0 0 0
U U 0 1
0] (4.14)
pected values of
zero.
Vi = 0 i=7,8,9,10 (4.15)
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and,
{
if'
2 (e-2AT
•v7 = (1 e-2 a)
a2i =2i (1 e-2A T
= C r )
In equation 4.17, the 22i 's , Oy and o2z
respectively.
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i=8,9,1 0
(4.16)
(4.17)
4.4 Measurement processing
The measurement equation combines all the elements
discussed so far and simulates the measurement. The form of the ith
measurement is,
T
Mi = (1+ki). 1Ai.S + bi + ni . (4.18)
TAs before, 1TAi (for i=1,2,3) defines transposes of unit vectors along
the input axes of the accelerometers coordinatized in body
coordinates. The bias terms (bi) and the scale factor terms (ki)
remain as shown before. The components of the noise term (ni)
include the wideband accelerometer noise (see 'R' matrix derivation)
and an estimate of the effect of the quantization error in the Wi
components. The S vector represents a model of the aerodynamic
1
specific force (•-F), the centripetal acceleration ( WVx(W.xr) ), and
the tangential acceleration due to the angular acceleration (Wxr),
making the assumptions mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3.
-8Cx.Cosa.Cos 2P
S = (a + Sa) P + -8Cy.SinI3 + WMX.r (4.19)
-L Cz.Sina.Cos 2p
Here, P is defined using nominal quantities for the aerodynamic
specific force (as in equations 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22).
Ax
-2. AzCosa.Cos2p
Ay
-2. -Sinp
-2.Sin
-2.Sina.Cos 2 -
(4.20)
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p =
WMX refers to a matrix made up of three vectors Wx, Wy and Wz.
WMX = [A Wx Wy z (4.21)
where,
-(wy2+Wz2)Y
WX = W (4.22)
wxw z  _
W ]
w [= -(Wx2+Wz2) (4.23)
wxwz
z= w wz (4.24)S-(Wx2+Wy2 )
and Wx,Wy and Wz are nominal values of the rotation rates about the
respective body axes. Finally, the L vector consists of simply the
components of the lever arms and their error terms,
rx + •rx
L = ry + 8ry (4.25)
rz + Srz-
The measurement perturbation from nominal is (from 4.2),
5M = H.•, + D (4.26)
where the H matrix (defined using equations 4.18-4.25) is given in
the next section.
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The BS vector is defined differently depending on whether it is
used to derive the system's observation matrix, H (for the 'real'
phase), or the measurement vector, Z (for the simulation). In the
error estimation step, when deriving the H matrix (using X values),
the noise due to the gyro quantization effects are added to the
rotation rates.
Wi = Wi + Wi  (4.27)
where BW i is a uniformly distributed random variable in the interval
AO AO
(-2AT 2AT). The gyro quantization value is,
1AO =1 arcsec. = .10(rads) = 4.848x10 -6 . (4.28)3600
Also, the transformation matrix for the velocities (section 2.3) is
calculated using the indicated values of the quaternions between the
inertial and the shuttle body coordinates (describing the rotation of
the shuttle). These quaternions include normalized error terms
defined as gaussians (AQ(i), i=1,2,3), having variances (OQG 2) of the
laser gyro quantization effects.
1
oaG -= j1 .A = 1.400x10 -6 . [ref. Upa89, page 5-22] (4.29)
Thus, the normalized error term is,
Normalized AQ = VAQ(1) 2+AQ(2) 2+AQ(3) 2 (4.30)
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The quaternion between the body coordinate frame and the indicated
value of the body coordinate frame (the error term) is calculated as,
Qbsbsind(1) = time tag for the program (4.31)
Qbsbsind (2) = Cos 2rmalized A (4.32)
AQ(j) .Sinnormalized AQ (4.33)
Qbsbsind (i) = normalized AQ 2
where i=3,4,5 and j=1,2,3 respectively. Now, the indicated value of
the quaternion between the inertial and the body coordinates,
Qibsind, is given by multiplying its true value, Qibs (representing
the rotation of the shuttle) and Qbsbsind.
When the measurement vector (Z) is processed (using X values)
during the simulation phase, the afore mentioned quaternions (Qibs)
are updated with the change in the orbiter attitude, with no noise
terms added. These quaternions are then used to define the
transformation matrix (section 2.3). Also, the S vector is calculated
using nominal rotation rates.
The simulated measurement noise is derived from the
covariance matrix for the wideband measurement noise, R (see
section 4.5.3). Since R is symmetric and positive definite, a
gaussian elimination can be performed on it to separate it into an
LDLT (L=lower, D=diagonal) [ref. Str86] form. LDLT is further
manipulated to give,
R = FFT, (4.34)
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by taking the square root of D, and letting
F = LV/D.
The measurement noise, fn, is generated in the simulation as,
n = Fg,
where,
ql
. = q2 ,
_q3-
and the qi are independent gaussian variables with zero mean and
o=1.
Note that qqT is an identity
nnT = FgT FT
= FFT
as desired.
4.4.1
matrix. Thus,
(4.38)
The Measurement Residual, R
The simulated measurement vector Z., and the estimated
measurement vector ZHAT are used to define the innovation vector R
(Residual). R is used to update the state estimates.
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(4.35)
(4.36)
(4.37)
As discussed above Z and ZHAT are derived according to the
measurement equation (4.18), using the appropriate components. The
measurement, Z, is simulated using the true values of all the
variables, and noise is added. ZHAT is formulated using the
estimated values of the variables, and no measurement noise is
included. This gives the innovation vector to be,
• = Zi- ZHATi i=1,2,3. (4.39)
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4.5 The Observation
The observation matrix H, is derived from equations 4.18 to
4.25. The elements are presented below.
H11
H12
H13
= 1
= 0
= 0
H14 = 11A1T.S
H15
H16
H17
= 0
= 0
= 1IA1T.P
H18 = -a(1IA1)x.Cosa.Cos 2p
H1 9 = -a(1A1)y.SinP
H110 = -a(1,A1)z.Sina.Cos 2 p
H111 = 1IA1T.Wx
H112 = 1IA1T.Wy
H11 3 = 11A1T.Wz
H21 = 0
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Matrix, (H)
H22
H23
H24
= 1
= 0
= 0
H25 = 1IA 2 T.s
H26 = 0
H2 7 = lIA2 T.P
H28
H29
= -a(llA2)x.Cosa.Cos 2 p
= -a(llA2)y.SinA
H2 10 = -a(11A 2)z.Sina.Cos 23
H211 = 11A2 T.Wx
H212 = 1IA2T.Wy
H213 = 1IA2 T.Wz
H3 1
H32
H33
H34
H3 5
= 0
= 0
= 1
= 0
= 0
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H36 = 1IA3 T.s
H3 7 = 1IA3 T.P
H38 = -a(lIA3)x.Cosa.Cos2p
H3 9  = -a(llA 3 )y.Sinp
H3 10 = -a(lIA3)z.Sina.Cos2p
H3 1 1 = 11A3 T.Wx
H3 12 = 1IA3T .Wy
H3 13 = 1lA3T.YWz
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4.6 Covariance Analysis
4.6.1 Introduction
This section deals with the covariance matrices used in the
KALMAN Filter. As stated before, the covariance analysis is
performed simultaneously with a systematic simulation. This
enhances the results because studies have shown that doing a
covariance analysis exclusively would not be as conclusive [ref.
Cor88, pages 277-280].
4.6.2 The Driving noise, Q Matrix
This matrix is a part of the covariance matrix propagation
relation. Since all the states are modeled as random constants
except for the aerodynamic scaling coefficient 'a,' and the force
coefficients CX, CY and CZ, the Q matrix is mostly filled with O's.
The four states mentioned above are Markov processes, which take
the simple form shown below.
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o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2
S 0 0 0 0 0 0v70 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2v8 0 0 0 0 0
o0 0 9 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o210 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
where a27 and v2i (i=8,9,10)
4.17.
4.6.3
are as defined in equations 4.16 and
As shown in the KALMAN Filter equations 4.10 and 4.12, the
state error covariance, Pk, is updated and propagated as a function of
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The State Error Covariance, Pk
4kQk,Hk and Kk. Since these matrices are incremented during every
time step, only the initial value of Pk, (Po) needs to be defined, the
values being obtained recursively.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2Gb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  ok2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0k2  0 0 0 0 0 0
S 0 0 0 0 0 2  0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2x 0 0 0
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Oc2y 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Crx
2
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ory 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 z
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following
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
Po=
The Measurement Noise, R Matrix
This section is derived substantially from unpublished notes
written by Prof. Wallace E. Vander Velde of MIT. R is the covariance
matrix for the wideband measurement noise. This noise consists of
the direct wideband accelerometer error, and the effects of the
wideband gyro noise propagating through the computation of the
acceleration vector as seen at the location of the experiment IMU
(from equation 2.12),
1
mFa + ZlBxr + WlBX(WlBxr). (4.40)
4.6.4.1 The Aerodynamic Effects
1As discussed before, the I-Fa term has been represented as af(a,1),m
where
1
a = 1 pV 2 .Az (4.41)
a2m
and, f(a,p) = (4.42)
Repeating equations 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22 the suggested
representation of these aerodynamic coefficients is,
AxCx = -2 A-.COs Cos 2 p (4.43)
A
Cy = -2 A. Sin3 (4.44)Y Vz
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4.6.4
Cz = -2 Sino Cos 2 p3
Recapping, the indicated quaternion (with noise terms) from
the inertial to the body coordinates (qIB) is used to transform V(I) to
V(B), and a and P are computed from the components of V(B). The
indicated quaternion contains wideband noise due to the gyro
quantization error. This error, independent for gyros x, y and z,
propagates from LAei to qIB to CI to V(B)and then to a and P. This
involves a complex, nonlinear train of calculations. But, a
reasonable approximation would be to assume a model for the
computed values of a and P with independent errors of the same
magnitude as the original gyro errors, instead of following the
individual gyro errors through the calculations.
Under this assumption,
Ax Ax
SCx = +2 A~z.Sina.Cos 2 p.a + 4 A•Cosa.Cosp.Sinp.8p
Ax
= 2 •-(Sina.Cos 2 p3.8a + 2.Cosa.Cosp.Sin3.8p) (4.46)
Ay
8Cy = -2 A Cosp.sp (4.47)T--Z
8C z = -2.Cosa.Cos 2fp.5a + 4.Sina.Cosp.Sin3.8p
= 2(-Cosa.Cos 2 3.8a + 2.Sina.Cosp.Sinp.8p), (4.48)
where 8• and o3 are independent gaussians with ao = = 2Si = OGQ. Thus,
the individual terms of 5C i (i=x,y,z) can be squared separately and
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(4.45)
the cross correlation terms that multiply S• and 53 disappear,
2
somewhat simplifying the computation. The OGQ is derived from the
AO as shown earlier.
The covariance matrix for the errors in indicating the vector
1IFMI-a is then:
1 1
m m
= a2. 8f.sfT
CF11 = a2. 8CX2
Ax
= (2a )2(Sin2a.Cos 4 p + 4.Cos2a.Cos 2 p.Sin 2 ). GQ2
= (2a xz Cosp)2(Sin2a.Cos 2 3 + 4.Cos2a.Sin2P)o 2
CF12 = a2 . 5CX.8CY
= -4a 2 .Ax A 2.Cose.Cos2p.Sin3.o2
= -8a2 A AyC s Co p.i .2
-8a -A Coso. .Cos 2 1.Sinp3.oaAz I z O (4.51)
CF13 = a2. 8CX.8CZ
= 4a2.z (-SinAa.Cosa.Cos4 + 4.Sina.Cosa.Cos2 Sin 2p) 2
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(4.49)
(4.50)
4Sin 2p3)~ (4.52)
(4.53)
(4.54)
(4.55)
(4.56)
(4.57)
)s2p) 2
2P) o(4.58)
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Since 8a and 831 are not related to the original gyro quantization
1
errors, the errors in indicating the -Fa term are treated as being
independent of the errors in indicating the remaining two terms.
The correlation among those error contributors is tracked carefully
because those two terms depend more directly on the gyro
quantization errors.
4.6.4.2 The Angular Rate
The angular rate is indicated as,
WIB = . (4.59)
where the Ae1 represent the individual pulses from the laser gyros.
1The Ae count may be in error due to quantization by as much as ±-Ae
where Ae is the gyro quantization (referred to before). Calling the
error at cycle k, w (k),
1
.6w(k) = A h T (4.60)
where _6.k is the set of gyro quantization errors at cycle k.
4.6.4.3 The Angular Acceleration
The angular acceleration is indicated as a backward difference
of angular rate values.
1
AB T (WIB(k)- AIB(k-1)) (4.61)
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The error in this quantity is,
1
I (~TW_(k) - W.(k-1)) (4.62)AT
1
S AT2 2  - k-1) (4.63)
From equation 4.41, the two terms whose combined errors that are
being evaluated are,
tt = WiBxr + WIBx(W.iBxr ) .  (4.64)
In this analysis, the error in knowledge of L is not a wideband error;
it is a state variable. Here, only the wideband error is evaluated. So,
the only interest in this context is the wideband gyro error - the
quantization error - which propagates through the indicated values
of WMIB and aIB.
L.t = (fLxr) + [WMx(WiBxr) + WrBx(8Wxr)] (4.65)
Now, using equations 4.61 and 4.64,
=(AT2 (.qk - .q-k-1)x-) +
[1 1
= [ 'iQkx(WIBxLr) + WMIBx( -L-LUxr ) (4.66)
Given below are standard cross product rules,
VlxV2 = -Y 2xV 1  (4.67)
Vlx(V2xV3) = (Vl.V3).v2 - (vY1.V).Y3. (4.68)
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Using equation 4.68 and 4.69,
= (- L X (a k - -k-1 ) - (W.IBxt) x (qk + AT (WIB.-).•qk
1
I( WIB·hgk)' (4.69)
where the first and second terms are derived from equation 4.67,
whereas the third and fourth terms are derived from equation 4.68.
6tt = (-T2 L x Dak + AT 2 L XI-) (AIBxr) x k
(AT - 7Tr).bk r.WTI1 1A• ' W TIB ).a -'  - -AT -L-WTIB--k (4.70)
Now, combining the .qk and _.k-1 terms,
S- + (W x) x Qk + (-r x rqk-1)
1 1
_
' (Mv T IB 'L) '•- k 
- -T WTIB'-k (4.71)
Defining the term within the square brackets as U,
1 1
.t = -[u x] g +T2[L x k-1 + k-TIBVr)'l'k
1
ST r.WTIB.hqk (4.72)
where,
1 1
U = 2 L + A (WIBXL) (4.73)
and,
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0 -Uz Uy[Ux] Uz 0 -Ux  (4.74
-Uy Ux 0
Separating the 5gk and _.k-1 terms and simplifying the htt equation,
itt = Mk-b-k + Mk-l.-.bk-1 (4.75
where,
1 1
Mk = -[U x] + (WTIB.L).I - ¥T r.WTIB (4.76
1
Mk-1 = T2 [1 X] (4.77
The quantization errors are zero mean, and -qk is treated as
being independent of .k-1. Thus, the covariance matrix for the
wideband errors in the two terms is,
8tt..ttT = Mk-. -k.-T .MkT + Mk-1.- qk-1 . k-1T .Mk-1T (4.
The quantization errors of the different gyros are independent of
each other.
S .,. 2Wk--WkT = oGQI
S I
I)
78)
(4.79)
gk-1 -Qk-l' = OGQ (4.UU
2
where oGQ is the variance of the gyro quantization error, calculated
as shown before (equation 4.29),
2 1OGQ = 1 2 (AO) 2 . (4.81
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)
I)
)
)>
)
(4.79
Il AA
1The quantization error is uniformly distributed over -A• , where
Ae is the pulse value of the gyro output.
= [MkMkT + Mk-1-Mk-1 T ] .a Q  (4.82)
Now, the covariance matrix for the wideband noise in the computed
vector,
1
W = mFa + ABxr + WIBX(WIBXT). (4.83)
is,
-.6WT = CF + 4tt._T . (4.84)
The form of the measurement without the scale factor and bias
errors, which are not wideband, is
M = AW + n (4.85)
where, T
A = 1 J (4.86)
and n is the vector of wideband accelerometer errors - which is
primarily the quantization error. n is independent of the error in
indicating W. So, the covariance matrix for the wideband
measurement noise is,
R = M.6MT (4.87)
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= A. .WT .AT + l.nT
= A. jW.WY. .AT + I.o2
with,
2 10AQ = yj(AV) 2
where,
AV = amax . At
amax
- f
(4.88)
(4.89)
(4.90)
(4.91)
Here, 'f is the pulse frequency at the accelerometer output - the rate
at which the output AV pulses appear. Using the worst range scale of
amax = 10 milli g for the Bell MESA unit [ref. Upa89, page 3-11], and
a frequency of 104 Hz,
AV = 10-2x32.2 ft
S 104  (sec
ft
AV = 3.2x10 -5 ( f). (4.92)
sec
Thus,
AQ= • V = 9.295x10-6. (4.93)
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Chapter 5
Software Presentation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter contains a description of the software designed
to evaluate the accuracy of the calibration of an experiment
accelerometer package on board the shuttle. Significant portions of
this chapter are taken from [ref. Kar89] since the structure of the
program is fundamentally the same. This package allows for various
simulation schemes to be tested and can be used to validate the
model. With minor adjustments, it can later be used to process
actual flight data.
The program is written in Fortran [ref. RP83] and contains 36
subroutines and 8 functions piloted by a main program called EXEC.
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In addition 2 data blocks and 6 common blocks gather all the
numerical values and variables relevant to the system.
The software follows the pattern described in the modeling of
the dynamics and the KALMAN Filter formulation of the calibration
problem. It not only outputs covariance results, but also computes a
sample history of state estimates. Another property mentioned
before is its ability to process measurements regardless of the
trajectory of the shuttle. So rotations and maneuvers not related to
the experiment may also produce useful data. The following
sections, substantially derived from [ref. Kar89] (as mentioned
above), present a flow chart of the program and a brief description
of its relevant characteristics. The code itself (in Fortran), is given
in Appendix A.
Note : With additions (of existing subroutines) to the program, a
UDUT of the output matrices can be performed for clarity. Also, the
program structure (with minimal modifications to existing
subroutines) allows for real data to be read in and processed.
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5.2 Looping
The organization of the ALTRANSS [ref. Kar89] software is
preserved. It is organized in three basic levels - nested in one
another.
The first level is the level of the loop 9000 and
represents a 'run'. A run can be performed with a fixed or
different randomization of the variables. Only the
Monte-Carlo processing module (which is not used for
this application) is outside this loop.
The second level in depth is the level of the loop 900 and
represents a 'measurement processing'. It is executed
every time a measurement reaches the sensor during the
maneuver phase. Modules controlling the maneuver
parameters and initialization of the filter are outside
this loop.
The third and last level is the level of the loop 20 and
represents a 'time step'. It is executed at a frequency
chosen by the user - normally the measurement rate -
and performs the real-time propagation of the state, the
state estimate and the covariance. Modules controlling
the output of results and measurements lie outside this
loop.
Loop 20 is executed a finite number of times per loop 900 run,
which in turn is performed a finite number of times per loop 9000
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run. For simulation oriented results, the loop 9000 is only run once.
The looping and nesting aspects are shown later in the flow chart.
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5.3 Flow Chart
The flow chart in this section is identical to that used in the
ALTRANSS program [ref. Kar89]. Due to the generality of the
software it can be applied to more than one application. Even though
some of the individual subroutines are constructed differently, the
overall structure of the filter is the same.
The flow of the program follows the general principle: "down
is after, right is after," in the information sequence. The symbols
used for boxes are standard and supposed familiar to the reader. The
names of each module and variable have been chosen to suggest their
content and application as closely as possible.
Since EXEC is the only user-level program of this package,
there is a complete concordance between the flow chart of the
software and the algorithm of the EXEC program. The only module
that is not invoked for this application is APRPACOV, which
propagates the covariance matrix analytically from the star tracker
update to the time when the first measurement is available (start of
the first maneuver). The "measurement acquisition" step computes
the quaternion data, which only needs to be done in the simulation
case (when processing real data, it refers to reading already
generated files ).
Note : the IMURATE is equal to DT.
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5.4 Comments on the EXEC program
The loop numbers and their functionalities have been explained
before, so that aspect is not repeated here.
The subroutines have been separated into 'A level' subroutines,
'B level' subroutines and utility subroutines RSUB and UTIL. All
subroutines directly called from the EXEC program are 'A level'
subroutines. To emphasize this, their first initials have been chosen
to be 'A'. Some 'A level subroutines in turn call 'B level' subroutines
whose names start with a 'B' (except the utilities) - for the same
mnemonic reason.
(call) AINPUTS (module) This module initializes the
common block CONTRLCB, with user supplied information or default
values defined in the DEFAULDB data block. The default data values
can be modified by the user to suite the specific requirements of a
run. The input parameters are declared in the CONTRLCB common
block, which contains all the maneuver parameters and initial values
needed to make a unique run.
The user supplies the following data
* The number of maneuvers in the rotation sequence.
The rotation axis for each maneuver (1,2 or 3 for x,y or z,
respectively).
* The rotation rate for each maneuver (rev./min.)
The duration of each maneuver (sec.)
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The shuttle velocity during each maneuver (ft/sec) (assumed
constant during a particular rotation).
* The duration of the simulation after the last maneuver (sec.)
* The starting time of the first maneuver (sec.) (usually 0).
* The integration time step (sec.) (for the filter).
* Monte-Carlo analysis, or not - is not done for this application.
* Different or fixed randomization of variables.
This subroutine, which is only called once at the beginning of
the simulation, calls the 'B level' utility subroutine, DEFAULDB. The
user simply presses 'Enter' to obtain the default values.
MCSAMPNU (integer) This variable is preserved in the same
format as in [ref. Kar89] in the event that a Monte-Carlo run is
deemed necessary for a certain application of the software. It keeps
track of what Monte-Carlo sample number is being generated, and is
used to initialize the state vector, to determine whether to store
KALMAN Filter gains and covariances and what data to save in the
output files.
DO 9000 (loop) Monte-Carlo loop allows one per sample run -
not used here.
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EOF (=false) As stated before, the EXEC program is run as a
simulator (the structure permits modifications to convert it to run
real data as a filter). Although no files are read in the simulator
case, measurements are generated for a period of time selected by
the user (using input data) in the AINPUTS menu. The boolean EOF
becomes 'true' at the end of the maneuver. In the filter case this
would signify the end of a file being read in.
TIME (=) In the code, this variable is called CURRTIME (current
time). In the simulation case, the initial value of this is zero
seconds. In filtering, it must initially match the star tracker update
time.
(call) AINITIAL Initializes the state vector, the state
estimate (to 0) and the covariance values. Also, the quantization
values and the time constants are defined here.
(TIME =) T1 This is the time when the filter starts to process
measurements. It is read from the common block CONTRLCB and
initialized by the user in AINPUTS. In the simulator case, it is zero
seconds.
UPDTIME (=T1+DELTAT) The UPDTIME is the time at which the
next measurement becomes available. DELTAT is the integration
time step for the propagation of the errors; it is equivalent to the
IMURATE (frequency of measurements) in a filter situation.
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(call) AMEASUR (TIME,0) This is what is meant by
"measurement acquisition" in the flow chart. This subroutine
generates quaternions describing the change in the attitude of the
shuttle (using the rotation rate), by relating the inertial reference
frame and the shuttle body reference frame (QIBs,QIBSIND). The
(TIME,O) stands for T1 + 0, which is, by definition, the time when the
first measurements become available. As mentioned before,
existing subroutines can be modified and added to run a filter, and
read measurement files.
STEPCNT (=0) STEPCNT is used to store and access the KALMAN
Filter gains during computations which occur in the main loop. The
purpose of this is that in some applications the gains are used in
several runs. But here, the gains are calculated and used only once.
(main loop) DO 900 Contains the major portion of the software:
KALMAN Filter, EIMU model, system dynamics (as defined earlier)
and state/covariance propagation.
STEPCNT (incremented) Represents the array position where the
KALMAN Filter gains are stored.
DO 20 (loop) This loop controls the computation of the state
transition matrix 4, the propagation of the state and covariance and
the updating of the EIMU attitude quaternions.
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It is performed while TIME < UPDTIME.
GET DT Calculates the time step to use for propagating the state
and the covariance. Usually, DT is equal to DELTAT (from the
common block CONTRLCB, input by the user). But, it can be made
smaller so as not to miss times when data are available in the filter
case.
ASYSDYNM (TIME, DT)
matrix,
Sk = (t,t+dt)
Computes the system's transition
(5.1)
as shown in section 4.3.
APRPGATE (DT) Performs the propagation of the state vector
and the covariance matrix. Successively call:
* BQMX(DT) to compute the Q matrix.
BPRPCOV(DT) to propagate the state covariance P.
BPRPSTA(DT) to propagate the state vector X.
TIME =TIME + DT This acts as the clock of the program.
(call) 'measurement subroutine(s)'
measurements if available (interpolate if not).
Incorporate new
The 'true' state
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vector is updated (it varies continuously), whereas the state
estimate cannot be updated, between measurements.
20: END DO End of the dynamic loop.
UPDTIME = TIME + IMURATE The time when the next IMU
measurements will be read.
AUPDATE(DT) Incorporate the latest measurement in the
estimate. Call:
* BHMX to compute the observation matrix H.
BRESIDU2 to compute the measurement residual Z(X)- Z(1).
* BKALGN to compute the Kalman gain K.
* BUPDCOV to update the covariance matrix P.
Finally, with this information AUPDATE computes the new Xk
according to the relationship:
Xk* = Xk - + Kk(Zk(X) - Zk())
900: END DO Exit the main loop shown before.
9000: END DO Exit the simulation loop shown before.
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(5.2)
5.5 Common blocks and data blocks
Common blocks are used to declare variables which are used in
two or more subroutines (e.g. the state vector). These common
blocks are then included in all relevant subroutines. Similarly,
numerical values used in different parts of the program are declared
in data blocks. This software uses two data blocks:
PARAMSDB is the main data block that contains all the
constant parameters defined for the system.
DEFAULDB contains the default values for the maneuver
parameters input by the user.
There are also 6 common blocks:
CONTRLCB controls the simulation execution with user
supplied data, as its name suggests.
FILTERCB contains some technical data: the time constants
for the aerodynamic scaling coefficient and the force
coefficients.
MATRIXCB Contains all the vectors and matrices defined in
the modelling that are used in more than one subroutine:
Xk, Xk, k Qk, Pk, Rk, Kk, Hk, Zk, Residual, Step counter, the
intermediary WMX,SMX,PMX and ONEIAT (1 IAT).
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PLOTTRCB contains variables which control the storage of
output variables in an output file for later access (by a
plotting routine).
MEASURCB contains the quaternions updated in AMEASUR.
TESTERCB contains global variables that can be used for
testing and debugging purposes.
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Chapter 6
Simulation Results and Conclusions
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents some plots generated from numerical
results obtained using the software package. There are some typical
runs with realistic values and runs that parametrize certain
variables and maneuver sequences to test the conditions of
implementation of the calibration. The results confirm its
feasibility.
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6.2 A typical maneuver sequence
The rotation sequence presented below (Table 6.1) is chosen
based on qualitative reasoning of how the states are estimated. It
is designed so that all thirteen states should theoretically be
"known" at the end of the sequence. It should be noted that it is a
particular example and that other such sequences will do just as
well (even when randomly chosen, as is shown in section 6.3.3).
As stated in Chapter 5, during a run the user inputs (for each
rotation), values for the rotation axis, the rotation rate, the rotation
duration and the shuttle velocity during that rotation. The
integration time data and the random seed are kept constant (default
values) as control variables. Also, the shuttle velocity is assumed
to remain constant during these runs because it does not affect the
performance of the filter.
The angle of attack and the side slip angle (as defined earlier)
versus time, are shown in figure 6.1A for the following maneuver
sequence. Table 6.1 shows how, qualitatively, all the states are
estimable at the end of the sequence.
Note : ki,bi,ri (i=x,y,z) are the scale factor, bias and lever arm errors,
respectively. Fa is the aerodynamic force, whereas 'a' is the scaling
coefficient of it.
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Rot.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Axis
YB
YB
ZB
YB
YB
XB
XB
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Table 6.1 : Maneuver Sequence
Time(sec.)
120
60
15
120
60
120
60
Rate
(rev/min)
0.5
1.0
-1.0
0.5
1.0
0.5
1.0
Effect
'a' and kx, z are modulated and are
correlated;
ky is a constant;
no new information on ry;
centripetal acceleration components
which are proportional to rx, z are not
modulated;
thus, rx, z are separable from 'a' and kx, z .
rx,z are constant for any one rotation rate;
2 rates about the same axis separates the
rx, z terms from the bx, z terms which are
always constants;
thus, bx,z are separable.
brings the YB axis to coincide with the
velocity vector along the X, axis;
Fa is a constant (not modulated);
so, 'a' and kx, z are separable;
since rx, z are already known, kx,z become
known;
since 'a' and kx, z were correlated before,
knowledge of kx, z improves 'a'.
As before, two rates separate bx, z from
rx, z (improvement on previous result).
Using similar arguments as in rotation 1,
ry and 'a', ky,z are separable;
rz and 'a', ky,z are separable;
'a' and ky are correlated, but an improved
'a' from rotation 4, improves ky.
Again, using similar reasoning as in
rotation 2, by, bz are obtained.
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6.3 Robustness tests
These tests are intended to study the performan
under different conditions.
6.3.1 Typical sequence
The typical sequence shown in section 6.2 genera
results summarized below. The plots are shown in figi
m). Originally, the standard deviations
Cbias = 3.22x10-4 (s
Cscale factor = 5x10 - 4
c a = 4.0x10 -3
GCX = 4.0x10 - 2
ocY = 5.0x10 -2
Ocz = 2.0x10- 1
Grx = 1
Cry= 1
orz = 1
for the state ar
(=1 Opg)
(= 500ppm)
(20% of a=0.02
(10% of nomina
(10% of nomina
(10% of nomina
(rx = -10ft.)
(ry = Oft.)
(rz = ift.)
and, the (accelerometer, gyro) quantization errors have,
Gqa = 9.295x10-6 (- )seC2) (1 AV(T=T At)
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1
Oqg = 1.400x10 -6 rad. ( Ae)
(AV and Ae are as given before). After the simulation is run, the
relevant data at the final step is tabulated (after the plots) in table
(6.2). The entries in the column headed "Error" are the final errors in
the state estimates for the single case simulated.
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Table 6.2 : Forward
State
Bias (sec2)
Scale Factor
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
Scaling Coefficient
CX
CZ
rx(ft)
ry(ft)
rz(ft)
Sequence
Standard (V-P)
Deviation
m.
As seen from the plots (6.1B(a-m)) and the table above, all the
states behave as expected except for the scale factor errors. The
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I
0.6149x10- 6
0.1630x10-5
0.2375x10-5
0.4999x10-3
0.4996x10-3
0.4997x10-3
0.3044x10-3
0.4000x10-1
0.4694x10-1
0.9086x10-1
0.5736x10 - 2
0.11 67x1 0-2
0.1207x10-2
Error (- X)
-0.5401 x10-7
-0.1854x10-6
0.2378x10-6
0.2998x10-3
-0.6984x10-3
-0.9541x10 - 4
-0.4009x10-5
-0.4241x10-1
0.2570x10-2
-0.6923x10-1
0.3434x10-2
0.8722x10-4
0.2907x10-3
scale factor errors are essentially ignored by the filter. This
problem is dealt with in the next section 6.3.2.
The X bias and the Z bias show their first improvements when
the second rate is started (as expected). They improve in jumps
because the other values happen to be small when the appropriate
axes are perpendicular to the velocity vector. The Markov processes
('a',CX,CY,CZ) have uncertainties added all the time, which explains
their nonlinear behavior (increasing and decreasing standard
deviations) seen in the plots.
6.3.2 Scale Factor Improvement
The scale factor error is not essential to the gravity mapping
problem, as explained in earlier sections. Originally, it was believed
that it would not be separable from the lever arm errors because
they both follow the centripetal force closely. But, the scale factor
also follows the highly uncertain atmospheric effects (density
errors) by multiplying the aerodynamic force. Since the lever arm
errors do not, the two errors might be separable.
Yet, it could be useful in applications such as "The Brilliant
Pebbles (part of SDI)," which are autonomous warheads that must be
calibrated after remaining dormant in space for extended periods of
time. In this case, all the other errors (including the bias) will be
known to a much better accuracy than the scale factor, and their
standard deviations could be reduced accordingly. Variations of this
idea are presented in plots 6.2A-6.2C. In the following sections the
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seven rotation sequence described before will be the standard
sequence used unless otherwise specified.
Case 1 : Ok preserved, all the other states have Cx10- 2
Table 6.3, below, shows results for a simulation where the
filter is led to believe that all the other states are already known
relatively well by decreasing their o's. As plot 6.2A shows, this
somewhat improves the scale factor estimation.
Table 6.3 : Scale Factor Improvement
Here, it can be seen that the scale
improves.
(GothersX10-2)
factor estimation somewhat
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State Standard (4-P) Error (X -X)
Deviation
ftBias (sec2) X axis 0.5782x10- 6  -0.1248x10- 6
Yaxis 0.1382x10- 5  0.4202x10- 6
Zaxis 0.1751x10- 5  -0.1344x10- 5
Scale Factor X axis 0.3992x10 -3  -0.1 208x10- 3
Yaxis 0.3701x10- 3  -0.5394x10 - 4
Zaxis 0.3678x10- 3 -0.6749x10 - 4
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Case 2 : Gk preserved, all the other states have axlO- 4
Table 6.4, below, shows results for a simulation where the
values of the other standard deviations are 4 orders of magnitude
less than the actual values. Plot 6.2B shows the result graphically.
Table 6.4 : Scale Factor Improvement (cothersX10-4)
State Standard (-P) Error (X-X)
Deviation
Scale Factor X axis 0.1239x10 - 4  -0.1 334x10- 4
Yaxis 0.4371x10 - 4  -0.3164x10-5
Zaxis 0.4414x10- 4 -0.2406x10- 5
Clearly, this is a marked improvement.
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Case 3 : UkX10+ 2, all the other states have ox10- 2
Another test is to actually increase the standard deviation of
the scale factor. Since purely increasing ok did not improve the
covariance, the scenario of case 1 is enhanced by increasing the ok
by 102. The results are shown in plot 6.2C and table 6.5.
Table 6.5: Scale Factor Improvement (okx10 2, OothersXl 02)
State Standard (4P) Error (X -)
Deviation
Scale Factor X axis 0.8947x10- 3  -0.1029x10 - 2
Yaxis 0.1134x10 - 2  -0.8067x10- 3
Zaxis 0.1130x10 - 2  -0.4241x10 - 3
Clearly, case 2 is the best for the scale factor, but since the other
states may not be known as well, case 1 would be a better choice.
The effect of changing the standard deviation of the driving noise
covariance is seen when studying the effects of different
quantizations in section 6.3.6.
The purpose of these first cases is to demonstrate that the
filter is formulated correctly to estimate the accelerometer scale
factors, but in the realistic environment of this experiment the
scale factor errors are lost in the other uncertainties.
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Typical sequence in reverse
This section is designed to show that the order in which the
maneuvers are done does not significantly affect the outcome, as
long as there are enough maneuvers to separate all the errors (as in
Table 6.1). To make this point clear, the typical 7 rotation sequence
is done in reverse order.
Figure 6.3a shows that the X axis bias takes longer to improve
because the first two rotations are about the X axis, and the X axis
lever arm is not estimated. Yet, enough information is gathered
about the errors that are visible, to have a final result that is very
good (Table 6.6).
Table 6.6 : Typical sequence in reverse
All the other states behaved in a similar manner to the typical
sequence as well.
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Reduced rotations
Now that the filter is shown to work, the next step is to try to
find the minimum number of rotations that give desired output. Only
the bias is studied carefully because it is the crucial error in the
calibration problem. The scale factor errors are not improved even
with the full set of rotations, but those errors are not damaging to
the experiment.
Plots 6.4(A-E) show the performance of the filter with
sequentially reduced rotations. Table 6.7 (below) shows the bias
information for each of these sequences.
Note : The letters x,y and z are used to show the axes rotated about.
If the same letter appears consecutively, that means that two
rotations are done about that axis (the first at 0.5 rev/min for 120
sec. and the second at 1 rev/min for 60 sec.). The z axis rotations
are 15 second rotations at -1 rev/min designed to align the YB axis
with the shuttle velocity vector.
ftTable 6.7: Reduced rotations, Bias (sec2)seCc2
Sequence Standard (•IP) Error ( - X)
Deviation
yyzyxx (6) X axis 0.6667x10-6  0.7595x10 - 7
Yaxis 0.1630x10 - 5  -0.1638x10 -6
Zaxis 0.3119x10- 5  -0.5624x10 -6
I - ,, I ,
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6.3.4
yyzxx (5) X axis
Y axis
Z axis
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
The above rotations (6,5,4,3,2) correspond to plots 6.4 (A.B.C.D.E)
respectively. It can be seen that the 6 rotation sequence and the 5
rotation sequence give excellent results. The minimum number of
rotations that gives acceptable data is the 4 rotation case.
It is interesting to see that the filter is able to estimate the
bias relatively well even when two different rates are not used
about certain axes. This is because when the orbiter reaches certain
angles of attack or side slip (e.g. 90,180,270 deg), some
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0.1043x10-5
0.1639x10-5
0.3164x10-5
0.7074x10-5
0.1419x10-5
0.2796x10-5
0.1435x10-3
0.2006x1 0-5
0.1997x10-5
0.1776x10-3
0.2006x10-5
0.3198x10-3
yyxx (4)
yxz (3)
yx (2)
0.1758x10-6
-0.1117x10-6
-0.3188x10-6
-0.3941 x10-5
-0.9364x10-7
-0.4824x10-7
0.3576x10-4
-0.3723x10-7
-0.5444x10-7
0.2089x10-4
-0.3739x10-7
-0.4057x10-3
accelerometers have their input axes normal to the aerodynamic
force. Especially when the rotation is such that an accelerometer
sees no component of the centripetal acceleration either, its only
output is bias, and it is estimated quickly.
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6.LB : REDUCED ROTRTIONS (5)
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: REDUCED ROTATIONS (2)
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Effects of larger lever arms
Since the separation of the bias errors from the lever arm
errors is crucial in estimating the bias, this section studies the
effects of having larger lever arms along the Y and Z axes. Plots
6.5(A-B) and Table 6.8 show the results of having a nominal Y lever
arm of 3ft (as opposed to Oft) and a nominal Z lever arm of 6ft (as
opposed to Ift).
Table 6.8 : Lever arm effects, Bias ft
sec2)
State Standard (\4P) Error (X-X)
Deviation
rynom = 3ft X axis 0.7224x10- 6  -0.4589x10 - 7
Yaxis 0.1621x10- 5  -0.3028x10 - 7
Zaxis 0.2480x10- 5  -0.2020x10- 6
rznom = 6ft X axis 0.9528x10- 6  -0.6996x10 - 7
Y axis 0.1845x10- 5  -0.1927x10- 6
Zaxis 0.1914x10-5  0.2372x10- 6
When this data is compared with the data from the typical sequence
(in Table 6.2), it can be seen that the standard deviation for the axes
that have a larger lever arm improves only at the 10-8 level. So,
this shows that the placement of the experiment package does not
significantly affect the outcome of the calibration process.
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6.3.6 Effects of the accelerometer quantization
The accelerometer quantization (AV) is an important parameter
in the calibration analysis. As shown in section 4.5.4, for the Bell
MESA accelerometer used, the range can be set at 10milli g's, Imilli
g, or 100gg's. An amax of 10milli g's gives, (as before),
amax 10-2x32.2AV = 104 = 3.22x10-5 ft/sec. (6.1)
This gives a standard deviation of,
1 AV
oqa 1 AV = 9.295x10-6 ft/sec 2 .qa t- -2 A 
as before. Using different values of amax, the filter is run with
different accelerometer quantization effects.
Table 6.9 : Accelerometer quantization effects
(6.2)
Table 6.10 (below) and plots 6.6(A-D) show the parametrization of
AV, and the effects on the filter performance.
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Table 6.10 : Delta velocity effects, Bias
Sequence
AV x 10-2
AV x 10
AV x 10+2
AV x 10+4
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
X axis
Y axis
Z axis
Standard (/-P)
Deviation
0.1105x10-6
0.1476x10-5
0.1125x10-5
0.5919x10-5
0.6989x10-5
0.1038x10 -4
0.5632x10-4
0.6466x10-4
0.9086x10-4
0.3213x10-3
0.3212x10-3
0.321 5x1 0-3
Error (K-X)
-0.2978x10-7
-0.1900x1 0-6
0.1014x10-5
-0.6913x10-6
-0.3391 x10-6
-0.9407x10-6
-0.8116x10 - 5
0.1265x10-4
-0.3814x10-4
0.1938x10-3
-0.1357x10-4
-0.4480x10-3
As expected, the performance improves for the lower AV and
deteriorates as the AV is increased. If the requirement is taken to
be to calibrate the accelerometer bias to 0.1gg, lo (0.32x10 - 5
124
ft
(sec2)
if
ft/sec2), then the accelerometer AV cannot be much larger than the
baseline value in this study -> 3.22x10 - 5 ft/sec.
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6.4 Conclusions
The KALMAN filter successfully estimates the errors in the
accelerometer calibration analysis. The bias error is estimated to
the order of a tenth of a gg. This meets the requirements of the
STAGE program.
The scale factor error cannot be estimated in the presence of
the atmospheric and lever arm uncertainties expected in the shuttle
environment. Fortunately, it is not crucial in the gravity mapping
program. It may well be possible to estimate the scale factor in
other applications, such as for the "Brilliant Pebbles" program,
where atmospheric effects will be trivial.
Among the rotation sequences tested, the minimum number of
rotations that allowed the accelerometer biases to be estimated to
0.1g was five. The order in which these rotations are executed is
not very important.
Some displacement of the experiment package from the shuttle
center of mass is required to develop a centripetal acceleration at
the accelerometers. However, the lengths of the lever arm
components were not found to be critical.
Excellent accelerometer quantization is essential to the
calibration process. The baseline value of AV considered in this
study is 3.22x10 -5 ft/sec. It was found that the quantization could
not be much larger than this, if the accelerometer bias is to be
estimated to 0.1gg.
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Appendix
Appendix I : Fortran
1. EXECutive program : EXEC.FOR
2. 'A level' subroutines : ASUB.FOR
3. 'B level' subroutines : BSUB.FOR
4. Utility subroutines
4.a RSUB.FOR
4.b UTILFOR
5. Common blocks
6. Data blocks
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Code
PROGRAM EXEC
IMPLICIT NONE
include all common blocks and data blocks used in the simulation
.. system parameters data block
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB.FOR'
.. default values for the control parameters
INCLUDE 'DEFAULDB.FOR'
.. system simulation control parameters
INCLUDE 'CONTRLCB.FOR'
.. time constant for the Laser and Platform gyros
INCLUDE 'FILTERCB. FOR'
.. experiment imu quaternions : attitude and rotation
INCLUDE 'MEASURCB.FOR'
.. all matrices and vectors associated with the Kalman Filter implementation
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB.FOR'
.. variables to control output file for later access by plotting routines
INCLUDE 'PLOTTRCB.FOR'
.. variables for testing and debuging
INCLUDE 'TESTERCB.FOR'
variables used in this module from common blocks
INTEGER*4
LOGICAL*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER* 4
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
LOGICAL*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
local variable
MCSAMPNU
MONTCARL(2)
NUMBSAMP
EOF
DELTAT
NBSTATES
X(NBSTATES)
XHAT (NBSTATES)
PLOT
STEPCNT
TESTI4
QIBS(5)
definitions
from CONTRLCB
from CONTRLCB
from CONTRLCB
from CONTRLCB
from CONTRLCB
from PARAMSDB
from MATRIXCB
from MATRIXCB
from PLOTTRCB
from CONTRLCB
from TESTERCB
to MEASURCB
CURRTIME
total time elapsed in the simulation
UPDTIME
time of incorporation of next measurement
DT
time step to next propagation
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
loop counters and general purpose integers
LOGICAL*4 CURINTFLG
current interpolation flag used to control
CHARACTER*3 IC
an integer in CHAR*3 format equal to the run number id
CHARACTER*8 CDATE
Date
CHARACTER*11 CTIME
Time
CHARACTER*18 TIMEDATEC
time and date buffer
EQUIVALENCE (TIMEDATEB, TIMEDATEC)
needed to use date and time for file name
function subprogram declarations
LOGICAL*4 TIMER1
.data statements
DATA CURINTFLG / .FALSE. /
•.executable code
TOTAL = 0.0
..open record file to record simulation parameters
OPEN (UNIT=11, STATUS='NEW',FILE = 'FOR011.DAT' ,RECL=228)
OPEN (UNIT=12, STATUS='NEW',FILE = 'FOR012.DAT',RECL=228)
OPEN (UNIT=39, STATUS='OLD',FILE= 'COUNTER.DAT')
READ(39, *) I
REWIND 39
WRITE(39, *) I+1
CLOSE (39)
WRITE(*, *)'This is run #', I
WRITE(IC, '(I3)') I
IF(IC(1:1).EQ.' ')IC(1:1)='O'
IF(IC(2:2).EQ.' ')IC(2:2)='0'
IF(IC(3:3).EQ.' ')IC(3:3)='0'
CALL DATE (CDATE)
CALL TIME (CTIME)
OPEN (UNIT=35,STATUS='NEW',FILE='REC_'//IC)
WRITE (35,301) CDATE,CTIME
L FORMAT (1X,'DATE : ',A8/lX,'TIME : ',All//)
initialize the common blocks
CALL AINPUTS
WRITE (*, *) 'RUN #', I
FORMAT (A30)
. set MCSAMPNU so simulation will run through at least 1 loop
MCSAMPNU = 0
************************* MONTE CARLO LOOP **********************************
><><><><><><><><>
INTEGER*4 I, J,MISSION
DO 9000 WHILE ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. 0 .OR.
f MONTCARL(2) .AND. MCSAMPNU .LT. NUMBSAMP )
increment Monte Carlo Sample Number
MCSAMPNU = MCSAMPNU + 1
EOF = .FALSE.
DT = 0
..set up initial time (CURRTIME = 0 because we're at the start
of the simulation)
CURRTIME = 0.0
.. initialize covariance, state,clock, and open files for output
CALL AINITIAL (IC,MISSION)
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRTIME, 'AINITIAL' )
set time at T1 and UPDTIME at T1 + IMURATE because the first measurement
will be available at that time
CURRTIME = T1
UPDTIME = T1 + DELTAT !Used to be Tl+IMURAT
.. get attitude /rotation quaternions
QIBS(1) = 0
QIBS(2) = 1
QIBS(3) = 0
QIBS(4) = 0
QIBS(5) = 0
.. The inputs are transformed into quarternions
IF (.NOT.ORIGMEAS) CALL BMEASUR(CURRTIME,0)
OUTPUT selected data to the screen and to file 40
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRTIME, 'MEASUREMENTS')
WRITE(*,*) 'Running Monte Carlo Sample # ', MCSAMPNU
..output data to files to be later accessed by a plotting routine
IF (PLOT) CALL APLOTARY(CURRTIME)
*.***********************... M A I N L 0 0 P .. *************************
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
.. set STEPCNT for saving Kalman Gain in the correct array
STEPCNT = 0
The 900 loop will execute the navigation simulator until no more vehicle
trajectory data is available.
DO 900 WHILE (.NOT.EOF)
WRITE( *,*)' COLUMN= ',COLUMN,'TOTAL IN EXEC=',TOTAL
UIF (QIBSIND(1).GT.TOTAL) TOTAL = TOTAL + ROTDU(COLUMN)
STEPCNT = STEPCNT + 1
..The 20 loop will is the dynamic integration and state propagation loop
DO 20 WHILE ( CURRTIME .LT. UPDTIME )
The following block of code is required to account for arbitrary
)ELTAT and IMURATE, ie when IMURATE/DELTAT is not an integer. The code
)lock below selects an appropiate DT (integration time step) to align
the CURRTIME with the next UPDTIME.
IF (CURRTIME+DELTAT .LE. UPDTIME .AND. .NOT.CURINTFLG) THEN
DT = DELTAT
ELSEIF ( CURRTIME+DELTAT .LE. UPDTIME ) THEN
DT = DELTAT - DT
ELSEIF ( CURRTIME+DELTAT .GT. UPDTIME ) THEN
DT = UPDTIME - CURRTIME
CURINTFLG = .TRUE.
ELSE
WRITE (*,*) '%-ERRTMESTP; Error in determining TIME STEP'
ENDIF
.compute the system's dynamics matrix [PHI]
CALL ASYSDYNM(DT)
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRTIME,'ASYSDYNM')
..compute the system process noise and propagate the system forward
from CURRTIME by an amount delta t (DELTAT)
CALL APRPGATE (DT)
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRTIME,'APRPGATE')
..set CURRTIME to new value
CURRTIME = CURRTIME + DT
TESTI4 = CURRTIME
..get new quaternion data for time = CURRTIME and time-step = DT
IF (.NOT.ORIGMEAS) CALL BMEASUR(CURRTIME,DT)
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRTIME,'MEASUREMENTS')
IF (EOF) GOTO 900
CONTINUE
..set new UPDTIME = time when Experiment IMU will have next measurement
UPDTIME = CURRTIME + DELTAT !Used to be +IMURAT
. execute the Kalman Filter to incorporate the measurements, if available
CALL AUPDATE(DT)
. output appropriate data
IF ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. 1 ) THEN
CALL AOUTPUT(CURRTIME, 'AUPDATE ')
writes filter output to FILTER.DAT
ELSE
IF ( MOD(STEPCNT, 1) .EQ.
WRITE(*,*) 'Monte Carl
Step number ', STEPCNT,
END IF
END IF
CALL ARECORD(CURRTIME)
) THEN
run # = 'I
Time = '
MCSAMPNU,
CURRTIME
IF (PLOT) CALL APLOTARY(CURRTIME)
IF ( TIMER1(CURRTIME) ) STOP'STOPPED FROM MODULE "TIMER1"'
.. **************... E N D O F M A I N L OO P ...*************************
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
0 CONTINUE
.. rewind the input file for next Monte Carlo run
REWIND 8
CONTINUE
Call program to analyze Monte Carlo Statistics
CALL MONTECARLOSTATISTICS
CLOSE FILES
CLOSE (UNIT=11)
CLOSE (UNIT=12)
STOP
END
This function "TIMER1" allows the user to control output as a function
,f time. With the variables in common block TESTERCB, one can cause
the program to output data in a certain range of time, at multiples
Df an interval of time, etc.
.........................................................
LOGICAL*4 FUNCTION
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'TESTERCB'
TIMER1(TIME)
variables used here from common block TESTERCB
TIMER1LB lower boundINTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
TIMERlUB
TIMER1EQ
TIMER1DB
lower bound
equal to
divisible by
TIME
ITIME
ITIME = NINT(TIME)
TIMER1 ( TIMER1LB .LT. ITIME .AND. TIMERlUB .GT. ITIME)
.OR. ( TIMER1EQ .EQ. ITIME )
.OR. ( MOD (ITIME, TIMERIDB) .EQ. 0 )
RETURN
END
BLOCK DATA GJP1
*** 10-3-89 ***
MOVED FROM COMMON BLOCK "PLOTTRCB.FOR" DUE TO THE LAHEY COMPILER
*** 10-3-89 ***
INCLUDE 'PLOTTRCB. FOR'
data statements
PLOT
LPLOTS(1)
/.TRUE./
/.TRUE./
DATA
DATA
END
File: ASUB
..This subroutine initalizes the common block CONTRLCB.
default or user-supplied values.
FOR with either
SUBROUTINE AINPUTS
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
'PARAMSDB.FOR'
'CONTRLCB.FOR'
'DEFAULDB.FOR'
..Local variables definition
INTEGER !loop counter index
..Executable code
WRITE (*,*) 'Enter origin of input data as follows :'
WRITE (*,*) 'If you want to read measurements from files enter T'
WRITE (*,*) 'If you want to generate measurements enter F >
READ (*,*) ORIGMEAS
IF (ORIGMEAS) THEN
OPEN (UNIT=11,FILE='FOR011.DAT', STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (UNIT=12,FILE='FOR012 .DAT' ,STATUS='OLD')
WRITE(11,*)' NOISY QUARTERNION'
WRITE(12,*)' QUARTERNION WITHOUT NOISE &'
WRITE(12,*)' ROTATION QUARTERNION FOR EACH TIME STEP'
ENDIF
..If origin of measurements is NOT from a file then need simulation info.
IF (.NOT.ORIGMEAS) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'HOW MANY MANEUVERS DO YOU REQUIRE?'
CALL DEFINTG4(NBMANEUV, DENBMANEUV)
DO 100 I=1,NBMANEUV
WRITE(*,10) I
CALL DEFINTG4(ROTAX(I) ,DEROTAX)
WRITE(*,20) I
CALL DEFREAL8(ROTRA(I) ,DEROTRA)
ROTRA(I) = ROTRA(I)*PI/30.DO
WRITE(*, 30)I
CALL DEFREAL4(ROTDU(I),DEROTDU)
WRITE(*,40)I
If the velocity is to be about the rotation axis
CALL DEFREAL8(VELOCITY (ROTAX(I) ,I),DEVELOCITY)
CALL DEFREAL8(VELOCITY (ONE, I), DEVELOCITY)
FORMAT(IX,'Enter rotation axis for maneuver 'I3'(X,Y
FORMAT(lX,'Enter rotation rate for manuever 'I3'(Rev
FORMAT(1X,'Enter rotation duration for maneuver '13'
FORMAT(1X,'Enter shuttle velocity for maneuver '13'(
, Z=1, 2,
s./Min.(Secs.)
ft/s) ')
3)')
)')
,)
CONTINUE
WRITE(*, 110)NBMANEUV
FORMAT(lX,'Enter duration of simu after end of maneuver'I3'(secs)')
CALL DEFREAL4(SIMDU,DESIMDUR)
ENDIF
WRITE(*,*)'Enter starting time of maneuvers(secs) > '
CALL DEFREAL4 (T1,DET1)
WRITE(*,*)
+'Enter integration step for propagation of errors(secs) >
CALL DEFREAL4 (DELTAT,DEDELTAT)
WRITE(*,*)'Enter Experiment IMU measurement rate(secs.)
CALL DEFREAL4 (IMURATE, DEIMURAT)
(The IMU measurement rate is the same as my integration
because I don't have an approximate transition matrix)
WRITE(*,*) 'Monte-Carlo runs or not(T/F)'
READ(*, *) MONTCARL(2)
NUMBSAMP = 0
IF (MONTCARL(2)) THEN
WRITE(*,*)'Number of Monte-Carlo runs to be per
CALL DEFINTG4 (NUMBSAMP, DENBSAMP)
END IF
WRITE(*,*)'Different/fixed randomization
READ(*, *)MONTCARL(l)
SEED=54321098
MCSAMPNU=O
step
formed'
of variables(T/F)'
RETURN
END
This module initializes the maneuver simulation
SUBROUTINE AINITIAL(IC,MISSION)
IMPLICIT NONE
..common blocks
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
'PARAMSDB.FOR'
'CONTRLCB.FOR'
'MATRIXCB.FOR'
'MEASURCB.FOR'
'PLOTTRCB.FOR'
'FILTERCB.FOR'
'DEFAULDB.FOR'
..local variable definitions
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
CHARACTER*3
CHARACTER*3
I
dimension
RV
(X, Y, and Z)
random variable
V, TT(25)
the variance (sigma squared)
IC
MC
MISSION TYPE AS FOLLOWS :
MISSION = 0 SIMULATION RUN
MISSION = 1 IUS DATA
INTEGER*4 MISSION
AUXILIARY LOCAL VARIABLES
INTEGER*4 IND(5),J,K,L,I1
REAL*8 W1(3,5),W2(5),W3(3,3)
REAL*8 SIG(5) ,WAUX(24,34), DAUX(34)
function subroutine definitions
REAL*8 UNIF
uniform distribution
REAL*8 GAUSSFNC8
Gauss distribution function for R8
executable code
If Monte Carlo run and first sample has been done, skip next part
IF ( MCSAMPNU .GT. 1 ) GOTO 1
WRITE (*,*) 'U-D FACTOR FORMULATION OF THE FILTER(T/F)?'
READ (*,1234) UDU
34 FORMAT (Ll)
.. get the run number and store in CHARACTER IC
OPEN (UNIT=39, STATUS='OLD', FILE='COUNTER.DAT')
READ(39, *) I
CLOSE(39)
..open files for output
OPEN (UNIT = 65, STATUS= 'NEW', FILE= 'ALPHA-BETA')
WRITE(65,*) 4 !for plotter
WRITE(65,*)' TIME,Vb(3),Vb(1),ALPHA,BETA'
IF ( LPLOTS(1) ) THEN
OPEN ( UNIT = 71, STATUS = 'NEW', FILE = 'PLT1 '//IC,
f RECL = 228 )
WRITE (71,716) 2*6 !for plotter
6 FORMAT (lX,I2)
OPEN ( UNIT = 40, STATUS = 'NEW', FILE = 'TIME-X-P-XHAT',
f RECL = 228)
OPEN (UNIT = 41, STATUS = 'NEW', FILE = 'MATRICES',
f RECL = 228)
ENDIF
IF ( LPLOTS(1) )
f OPEN ( UNIT = 72, STATUS = 'NEW', FILE = 'PLT2 '//IC,
f RECL = 228 )
WRITE (72,716) 2*7 !for plotter
CONTINUE
close all data files if first run done
IF ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. 2 )
1
THEN
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
CLOSE
END IF
IF ( MCSAMPNU .GT. 1 ) CLOSE ( 83 )
.. get Monte Carlo sample number and store in CHARACTER MC
WRITE(MC, ' (13) ') MCSAMPNU
IF(MC(1:1).EQ.' ')MC(1:1)='0'
IF(MC(2:2).EQ.' ')MC(2:2)='0'
IF(MC(3:3).EQ.' ')MC(3:3)='0'
.. open file to store X for Monte Carlo analysis
Initialize some of the state covariance matrix elements at TO
MISSION = 0 !Hardwired by me to keep IF format
IF (MISSION.EQ.0) THEN
DO 10 I=1,3
P (I+XBEE, I+XBEE) =SIGMBEE**2
P(I+XKEY, I+XKEY) =SIGMKEY**2
CONTINUE
P (ONE+XAAA, ONE+XAAA) =SIGMAAA**2
P(ONE+XCOX,ONE+XCOX)=SIGMCOX**2
P(ONE+XCOY,ONE+XCOY)=SIGMCOY**2
P(ONE+XCOZ,ONE+XCOZ)=SIGMCOZ**2
P (ONE+XARX, ONE+XARX) =SIGMARX**2
P (ONE+XARY, ONE+XARY) =SIGMARY**2
P (ONE+XARZ, ONE+XARZ) =SIGMARZ**2
IF (UDU) THEN
ENDIF
DO 15 I=1,NBSTATES
UM(I,I)=P(I, I)
.. Initialize the state
DO 20 I= 1,3
X(I+XBEE) =
X(I+XKEY) =
CONTINUE
X(ONE+XAAA)
X(ONE+XCOX)
X(ONE+XCOY)
X(ONE+XCOZ)
X(ONE+XARX)
X(ONE+XARY)
X(ONE+XARZ)
GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMBEE**2)
GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMKEY**2)
= GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMAAA**2)
= GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMCOX**2)
= GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMCOY**2)
= GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMCOZ**2)
= GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMARX**2)
= GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMARY**2)
= GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMARZ**2)
.. Initialize the state estimates
DO 30 I=1,3
XHAT(I+XBEE) = 0
XHAT(I+XKEY) = 0
CONTINUE
40
41
42
65
66
71
72
82
XHAT(ONE+XAAA) = 0
XHAT(ONE+XCOX) = 0
XHAT(ONE+XCOY) = 0
XHAT(ONE+XCOZ) = 0
XHAT(ONE+XARX) = 0
XHAT(ONE+XARY) = 0
XHAT(ONE+XARZ) = 0
ENDIF
Initialize the measurement noise matrix [RMX]
and the Shuttle IMU receiver bias BG
DELALPHA,DELBETA used in BRMX to define errors in 1/m*(Fa)
DELALPHA = GAUSSFNC8(SIGMAQG**2)
DELBETA = GAUSSFNC8(SIGMAQG**2)
DO 40 I=1,3
RMX(I, I)=1
BG(I)=GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMABG**2)
CONTINUE
Initialize the correlation time of the density variations as
uniformly distributed over (1000secs;1500secs].
Ave(l/v) = about 20min (4700miles < corr. length < 7100miles).
TAUA = UNIF(1000.DO,1500.DO)
TT(1) = T1 !Time tag at the beginning
DO 50 I=2,NBMANEUV+1 !+1 to include the last maneuver
TT(I) = TT(I-1) + ROTDU(I-1) !Until the end of the last maneuver
CONTINUE
DO 60 J=2,NBMANEUV+l
Here, the +1 is used if processing beyond the last maneuver.
IF (QIBSIND(1).LE.TT(J)) THEN !QIBSIND(1) = CURRTIME
COLUMN = J-1 !Corresponds to the # of the maneuver
GOTO 65
ENDIF
CONTINUE
IF (ORIGMEAS) THEN
Average TAUc is about 10secs (irev/min)
TAUC = UNIF(5.D00,2.OD01) !(2rev/min > ROTRA > 0.5rev/min)
ELSEIF (ROTRA(COLUMN).GT.0.0) THEN
TAUC = PI/(3*ROTRA(COLUMN))
ELSEIF (ROTRA(COLUMN).LT.0.0) THEN
TAUC = PI/(3*-ROTRA(COLUMN)) !to account for rates<0.
ENDIF
RETURN
END
Subroutine "APRPGATE" performs the propagation of the state
vector and the covariance matrix .
SUBROUTINE APRPGATE(DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
..common blocks
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'CONTRLCB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB.FOR'
..input arguments
REAL*8 TIME
time since the last star-tracker update
REAL*8 DT
variable used here from common blocks
INTEGER*4 MCSAMPNU from CONTRLCB
executable code
CALL BQMX(DT)
propagate the filter covariance and state
NOTE: if doing Monte Carlo runs, need only compute
for first MC sample
IF (MCSAMPNU.EQ.1) THEN
IF (.NOT.UDU) THEN
At the beginning UDU = F.
CALL BPRPCOV(DT)
ELSE
CALL TUCOV (NBSTATES,UM,PHI,Q,DT)
CALL UDUTCC (NBSTATES,UM,P)
ENDIF
ENDIF
CALL BPRPSTA(DT)
RETURN
END
Subroutine "ASYSDYNM" computes the system's
given time-step.
(PHI] matrix for the
SUBROUTINE ASYSDYNM(DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
..common blocks
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
'PARAMSDB.FOR'
'MEASURCB.FOR'
'MATRIXCB.FOR'
'FILTERCB.FOR'
.input argument
[P]
delta T, propagation interval
variables used from common blocks
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
NBSTATES
TAUA
TAUC
from PARAMSDB
from FILTERCB
from FILTERCB
.. local variables
INTEGER*4
LOGICAL*4
I,J,K,L
FRSTPASS
loop index counters
true ist time module is invoked
.. data statements
FRSTPASS /. TRUE. /
.. executable code
.. fill [PHI] with its constant zeros and ones
IF (FRSTPASS)
DO 30 I= 1
DO 10 J
IF (
THEN
,NBSTATES
= 1,NBSTATES
I.EQ.J) THEN
'HI(I,J) =1.DO
ELSE
PHI(I,J) =0.DO
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
FRSTPASS = .FALSE.
ENDIF
.. now ,some zeros are replaced with varying terms
phi(7,7) = EXP(-DT/TAUA)
phi:
row 8,cols 8,9,10 1 EXP(-DT/TAUC)
row 9,cols 8,9,10 I 0 EXP(-DT
row 10,cols 8,9,10 I 0
PHI(XAAA+ONE,XAAA+ONE)
PHI(XCOX+ONE,XCOX+ONE)
PHI(XCOY+ONE,XCOY+ONE)
PHI(XCOZ+ONE,XCOZ+ONE)
/TAUC)
0
0
EXP (-DT/TAUC)
EXP(-DT/TAUA)
EXP (-DT/TAUC)
EXP (-DT/TAUC)
EXP (-DT/TAUC)
This was a loop in the allignment transfer routine
RETURN
END
Subroutine "AUPDATE" updates with measurements from the Experiment
IMU both the covariance matrix and the estimate.
DATA
REAL*8 DT
SUBROUTINE AUPDATE(DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
..common blocks
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'CONTRLCB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'FILTERCB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB.FOR'
.. input argument
REAL*8 DT ! time-step
.. variables used here from common blocks
INTEGER* 4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
STEPCNT
NBSTATES
NUMBSTEP
KG (NBSTATES, THREE)
RESID(THREE)
X(NBSTATES)
XHAT(NBSTATES)
MCSAMPNU
RMX(THREE, THREE)
from MATRIXCB
from PARAMSDB
from PARAMSDB
from MATRIXCB
from MATRIXCB
from MATRIXCB
from MATRIXCB
from CONTRLCB
from MATRIXCB
..local variable definitions
INTEGER*4
REAL* 8 HAUX(24)
I,J
executable code
.. compute the observation matrix H
CALL BHMX(DT)
.. compute the measurement residue Z-H.X
IF (ORIGMEAS) THEN
CALL BRESIDU
ELSE
CALL BRESIDU2(DT)
ENDIF
.. if Monte Carlo runs are being made, KG and P
need only be computed the first time
IF (.NOT.UDU) THEN
IF ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. 1 ) THEN
. compute the Kalman Gain
CALL BKALGN
update the filter covariance matrix
CALL BUPDCOV
END IF
.. update the predicted state vector
DO 5 I = 1, NBSTATES
DO 3 J= 1,THREE
XHAT(I)
CONTINUE
= XHAT(I) + KG(I,J)*RESID(J)
CONTINUE
ELSE
DO 6 I=1,THREE
DO 7 J=1,NBSTATES
HAUX(J)=H(I,J)
CALL MUCOV (NBSTATES,XHAT,HAUX,RESID(I),RMX(I,I),UM)
CALL UDUTCC (NBSTATES,UM,P)
ENDIF
RETURN
END
Outputs time,X,Sigma,Xhat data to TIME-X-P-XHAT.DAT and matrices Phi, Q,
Observation matrix H, Kalman gain K, Measurement vector Z and the
Residual R, to MATRICES.DAT.
SUBROUTINE AOUTPUT(TIME,CODE)
IMPLICIT NONE
common blocks
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
.. input arguments
REAL*8
CHARACTER*8
local variables
'PARAMSDB.FOR'
'CONTRLCB.FOR'
'MEASURCB.FOR'
'MATRIXCB.FOR'
'FILTERCB.FOR'
'TESTERCB.FOR'
TIME
CODE
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
I
THETA
SINTH
RADTODEG
ZERO
! loop counter
.. function subroutines
! root-square sum for REAL*8
! root-square sum for REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
RSS4
RSS8
parameter
PARAMETER (RADTODEG=180. DO/PI)
PARAMETER (ZERO =0.DO)
executable code
IF (TOTAL.EQ.0.0) GOTO 50 !Sum of ROTDU's
IF (TOTAL.NE.O.0) WRITE(*,*)'TOTAL=',TOTAL,
f 'TIME=',TIME, 'DMOD=' ,DMOD(TIME,TOTAL)
IF (TOTAL.NE.O.O .AND. (DMOD(TIME,TOTAL).LE.3.0 .OR.
f DMOD(TIME,TOTAL) .GE. (TOTAL-2.0))) THEN
PRINT *,' CURRTIME =',TIME,' MODULE =',CODE
FORMAT(1X,'CURRTIME =',F6.0,' MODULE =',A16)
WRITE( 6, 2) TIME,CODE
WRITE(40, 2) TIME,CODE
IF (CODE.EQ. 'AINITIAL' .OR. CODE.EQ. 'APRPACOV'
f .OR. CODE.EQ.'APRPGATE') THEN
FORMAT(1X,'STATE VECTOR X : ',6(/4(2X,D15.8)))
WRITE( 6,1) (X(I),I=1,NBSTATES)
WRITE(40,1) (X(I) ,I=l,NBSTATES)
WRITE(41,1) (X(I) ,I=l,NBSTATES)
ENDIF
IF (CODE.EQ.'AINITIAL' .OR. CODE.EQ.'APRPACOV'
f .OR. CODE.EQ.'APRPGATE') THEN
FORMAT(1X,'SQUARE ROOT OF P : ')
WRITE( 6,3)
WRITE(41,3)
WRITE(40,3)
FORMAT (6(/4(2X,D15.8)))
WRITE(40,19) (DSQRT(P(I,I)),I=1,NBSTATES)
WRITE(41,19) (DSQRT(P(I,I)),I=l,NBSTATES)
WRITE( 6,19) (DSQRT(P(I,I)),I=l,NBSTATES)
ENDIF
IF (CODE.EQ. 'MEASUREMENTS') THEN
WRITE (*,*)
+ 'Experiment case attitude : time-tag,direction and angle'
WRITE(41,5)
FORMAT(1X,'EXPER. CASE ATTITUDE : TIME-TAG,DIRECTION AND ANGLE')
THETA=ACOS(QIBSIND(2))*2 !Used to be QBEIEIND
SINTH=SIN (THETA/2. DO)
IF (SINTH .LE. 1.E-8) THEN
Note: all QIBSIND's below were QBEIEIND's before
WRITE( 6, 10)
f QIBSIND ( 1 ) ,RADTODEG*THETA, ZERO, ZERO, ZERO
WRITE(40, 10)
f QIBSIND ( 1 ) ,RADTODEG*THETA,ZERO,ZERO,ZERO
WRITE(41, 10)
f QIBSIND(1) ,RADTODEG*THETA, ZERO, ZERO, ZERO
ELSE
WRITE( 6, 10)
f QIBSIND(1), RADTODEG*THETA, (QIBSIND(I)/SINTH,I=3,5)
WRITE(40, 10)
O1IBSIND(l~ .RADTODEG*kTHETA. (OIBSIND(I~ /SINTH. I=3 .5~
. . . %- - - --- •r . . . . . . . . . •I % . . . . % - J f . . . . -
WRITE(41, 10)
f QIBSIND(1),RADTODEG*THETA,(QIBSIND(I)/SINTH,I=3,5)
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF (CODE.EQ.'APRPGATE') THEN
FORMAT(1X,'STATE VECTOR ESTIMATE XHAT : ',6(/4(2X,D15.8)))
WRITE(41,11) (XHAT(I),I=1,NBSTATES)
WRITE(40,11) (XHAT(I) ,I=1,NBSTATES)
WRITE( 6,11) (XHAT(I),I=1,NBSTATES)
ENDIF
ENDIF !From MOD check at the beginning
IF(TIME.LT.5.0) THEN
IF (TOTAL.EQ.0.0) GOTO 51
IF (TOTAL.NE.O.0 .AND. DMOD(TIME,TOTAL).LT.1.0) THEN
.OR. DMOD(TIME,TOTAL) .GE. (TOTAL-1.0))) THEN !time=total-1
WRITE(41, 2) TIME,CODE ! 2 as defined above
IF (CODE.EQ.'ASYSDYNM') THEN
FORMAT(IX,'PHI MATRIX')
WRITE(41,12)
CALL PNTMX(PHI,NBSTATES,NBSTATES,NBSTATES,NBSTATES,13, 'E10.3 ',41)
CALL PNTMX(PHI,NBSTATES,NBSTATES,NBSTATES,NBSTATES, 10,'E8.2 ',41)
ENDIF
IF (CODE.EQ.'APRPGATE') THEN
FORMAT(1X,'MATRIX Q')
WRITE(41,14)
CALL PNTMX(Q,NBSTATES,NBSTATES,NBSTATES,NBSTATES, 13,'E10.3 ',41)
ENDIF
IF (CODE.EQ.'AUPDATE ') THEN
FORMAT(1X, 'OBSERVATION MATRIX H')
WRITE(41,15)
CALL PNTMX(H,THREE,NBSTATES,THREE,NBSTATES,13 ,'E10.3 ',41)
FORMAT(1X,'KALMAN FILTER GAIN MATRIX K')
WRITE(41,17)
CALL PNTMX(KG,NBSTATES,THREE,NBSTATES,THREE,3, 'E10.3 ',41)
FORMAT(1X, 'MEASUREMENT VECTOR Z')
WRITE(41,18)
WRITE(41,29) (Z(I),I=1,THREE)
FORMAT(1X,'RESIDUAL VECTOR RESID')
WRITE(41,20)
WRITE(41,29) (RESID(I),I=1,THREE)
XHAT is also updated :
WRITE(41,11) (XHAT(I) ,I=19,21)
ENDIF
ENDIF !From the MOD check above
ENDIF
...... FORMATS... FORMATS.. FORMATS... FORMATS... FORMATS... FORMATS...
FORMAT(//)
FORMAT(1X,2(1X,F5.1),4X,3(F9.4,2X))
FORMAT(1X,3(E10.3))
RETURN
END
########################################################################
Outputs X - Xhat and Square root of P data to PLT1 ###.DAT
and PLT2_###.DAT to be plotted by the HP plotter.
SUBROUTINE APLOTARY (TIME)
IMPLICIT NONE
common blocks
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB. FOR'
INCLUDE 'CONTRLCB. FOR'
INCLUDE 'PLOTTRCB. FOR'
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB.FOR'
variables used here from common blocks
.. input arguments
REAL*8 TIME
REAL*8 HXHAT(3)
local variable definitions
INTEGER*4 I,NB,J
executable code
. navigation filter variables
IF ( MCSAMPNU .EQ. 1 ) THEN
NB=NBSTATES
CALL MAT8MULT (H, 3,NB, 3,NB,XHAT,NB, 1,NB, 1,HXHAT, 3,1)
WRITE(65, *) TIME,ALPHA,BETA
IF (DMOD(TIME,5.DO).EQ.0.DO) THEN
IF ( LPLOTS(1) )
f WRITE(71, 1000) TIME,
f ( X(I)-XHAT(I),
f DSQRT(P(I,I)),
f I = 1,6)
Used to be I=1 to NUMBER OF STATES,and RESIDUES FROM 1 to 3.
IF ( LPLOTS(1) )
f WRITE(72, 1000) TIME,
f ( X(I)-XHAT(I),
f DSQRT(P(I,I)),
f I = 7,NBSTATES)
WRITE(40, 1000) TIME,
f ( X(I),
f I = 1,13)
WRITE(41, 1000) TIME,
f (XHAT(I),
f I = 1,13)
IF ( LPLOTS(3) )
IF ( LPLOTS(4) )
IF ( LPLOTS(6) )
IF ( LPLOTS(7) )
ELSE
WRITE(83, 1000) TIME,
f (X(I),
f I = ONE,NBSTATES)
END IF
ENDIF
RETURN
000 FORMAT(1X,5(/5(2X,D12.4))) !(52D13.5)
00 FORMAT(30D13.5)
END
###########################################################################
"APAT" FORTRAN SUBROUTINE - C
DEPARTMENT OF GEODETIC SCIENCE - JAN,1979
FORM THE MATRIX PRODUCT R=APA^ WHERE P IS A DIAGONAL MATRIX
THE MATRICES A AND P ARE RETURNED UNCHANGED
P CONTAINS ITS DIAGONAL ELEMENTS ONLY, I.E., P(I)=P(I,I)
A AND R CAN NOT BE THE SAME MATRIX
ARRAY DIMENSIONS: A(M,N) , R(M,M) , P(N)
INPUT A(*,*) P(*),MN
OUTPUT R(*,*)
###########################################################################
SUBROUTINE APAT(A,P,R,M,N)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(M,N),R(M,M),P(N)
DO 5 I=1,M
DO 5 J=I,M
R(I,J)=0.DO
DO 4 K=1,N
R(I,J)=R(I,J)+A(I,K) *A(J,K) *P(K)
R(J,I)=R(I,J)
RETURN
END
I
File : BSUB.FOR
..This subroutine computes the driving noise matrix
time-step DT .
[Q] for the given
SUBROUTINE BQMX(DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
..common blocks
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'FILTERCB.FOR'
..from/to common blocks
NBSTATES,Q(NBSTATES,NBSTATES)
..input arguments
REAL*8 DT !Time between steps
..AOUTPUT arguments
The updated [Q]
local variable defi
INTEGER*4
executable code
matrix , to Common Block MATRIXCB.FOR
nitions
I,J !Loop counters
Initialization of QMX
DO 20 I=1,NBSTATES
DO 10 J=1,NBSTATES
Q(I,J) = 0.DO
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
Definition
Q(1+XAAA, 1+XAAA)=SIGMAAA**2* ( . DO-EXP(-2.DO*DT/TAUA)
Q (l+XCOX,1+XCOX)=SIGMCOX**2*(1.DO-EXP(-2.DO*DT/TAUC)
Q(1+XCOY,1+XCOY)=SIGMCOY**2* (1.DO-EXP(-2.DO*DT/TAUC)
Q(1+XCOZ,1+XCOZ)=SIGMCOZ**2*(1.DO-EXP(-2.DO*DT/TAUC)
RETURN
END
This subroutine propagates the Covariance matrix P by
in the transition matrix PHI. The equation is (where
Covariance and A means transpose):
P(-) k
k
= (PHI] P(+)][PHI] ^ +
k-1 k-1 k-1
the deltat defined
Q is the spectral noise
[Q]
k-1
SUBROUTINE BPRPCOV(DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
0 0 0 00o0*000 00*00000 0 000 0 0*00 000 00 0000*00000000a0.00.0 0000000.0 .000
..common blocks
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB. FOR'
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB. FOR'
..input argument
REAL*8 DT !time step
.. variables used in this module from common blocks
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
NBSTATES
PHI(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
Q(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
P(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
from PARAMSDB
from MATRIXCB
from MATRIXCB
from/to MATRIXCB
.. local variable definitions
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
PHITRANS(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
tranpose of [PHI] ( [PHI] ^ )
PPHIT(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
P matrix times PHIA
PHIPPHIT(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
[PHI]x[P]x[PHI]^
I
loop index counter
J
loop index counter
.. executable code
.. take the transpose of the transition matrix
DO 20 I = 1, NBSTATES
DO 10 J = 1, NBSTATES
PHITRANS(J, I) = PHI(I, J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
.. muliply [P(+)] by PHIA
>>MAT8MULT<< matrix multiplier for REAL*8:
arguments are:
matrix [A], # of rows in
# of rows in array where
# of cols in array where
matrix [B], # of rows in
# of rows in array where
# of cols in array where
matrix [C],
# of rows in array where
# of cols in array where
CALL MAT8MULT( P,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
computes [C]=[A][B]
[A], # of cols in [A],
[A] is stored,
[A] is stored,
[B], # of cols in [B],
[B] is stored,
[B] is stored,
[C] is stored,
(C] is stored,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
PHITRANS,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
PPHIT,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES )
.. muliply [PHI]
CALL MAT8MULT (
S{ [P(+)]x[PHI]^
k
PHI,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
PPHIT,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
PHIPPHIT,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES
.. add [Q] to result to propagate the Covariance matrix by DT
DO 40 I = 1,
DO 30 J
P(I,
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NBSTATES
= 1, NBSTATES
J) = PHIPPHIT(I, J) + Q(I, J)
RETURN
END
This subroutine propagates the state vector X by a time deltat defined
in the transition matrix PHI. The equation is:
[X(-)] = [PHI][X(+)] + W
k k-i k-i k-i
for the simulated state vector, and
[X^ ( - ) ] = [PHI][XA(+)]
k k-1 k-1
for the estimated state vector.
SUBROUTINE BPRPSTA(DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
..common blocks
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB. FOR'
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB.FOR'
.. input argument
REAL*8 DT
time since the last propagation
..variables used in this module from common blocks
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
NBSTATES
PHI(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
X (NBSTATES)
XHAT(NBSTATES)
from PARAMSDB
from MATRIXCB
from/to MATRIXCB
from/to MATRIXCB
.. local variable definitions
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
PHIX(NBSTATES)
intermediate result
I
loop index counter
J
loop index counter
.. function subroutine declarations
REAL*8
executable code
.. calculate [PHI][X ^ ]
GAUSSFNC8
returns a gaussian random variable with
mean=0 and a variance of the argument
>>MAT8MULT<< matrix multiplier for REAL*8:
arguments are:
matrix [A], # of rows in [A], # of cols
# of rows in array where [A] is stored,
# of cols in array where [A] is stored,
matrix [B], # of rows in [B], # of cols
# of rows in array where [B] is stored,
# of cols in array where [B] is stored,
matrix [C],
# of rows in array where [C] is stored,
# of cols in array where [C] is stored,
CALL MAT8MULT(
computes [C]=[A][B]
in [A],
in [B],
PHI,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
XHAT,
NBSTATES,
ONE,
NBSTATES,
ONE,
PHIX,
NBSTATES,
ONE )
form the propagated state vectors
DO 40 I = 1,
XHAT(I) =
CONTINUE
CALL MAT
DO 50 I=
X(I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
NBSTATES
PHIX(I)
'8MULT( PHI,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
X,
NBSTATES,
ONE,
NBSTATES,
ONE,
PHIX,
NBSTATES,
ONE )
1,NBSTATES
= PHIX(I) + GAUSSFNC8(Q(I,I))
Subroutine BMEASUR generates quaternions describing the Attitude
and Rotation of the Experiment and quaternions describing the Attitude
of the Body of the Shuttle .
The maneuver parameters have been selected by the User in the Module
AINPUTS.
SUBROUTINE BMEASUR(CURRTIME,DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
'PARAMSDB.FOR'
'CONTRLCB.FOR'
'MEASURCB.FOR'
'FILTERCB.FOR'
'MATRIXCB.FOR'
..input arguments
REAL*8
REAL*8
CURRTIME
DT
..local variables definition...
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
TT(3)
S
I,J
QCHS (5)
QCHSCJ(5)
QBSI (5)
QIBSNEW(5)
QBSBSIND (5)
NG(3)
DELTAG(3)
3 time-tag initial values
coefficient
2 integers
change in Orbiter atti. quat.
Conjugate of above
Conjugate of QIBS(5)
New value of QIBS(5)
Platfm IMU err.in indic'g Shuttle Body
Wide-band indic.err.=A/D cverter err
+hi harmo.err.in gimbl angle readouts
Gimbal angle readout errors
(prediction and simulation)
1
DELTAQ(3)
NORMDELTAG
NORMDELTAQ
NORMPHIP
NORMPHII
NORMPHIE
Strapdown Gyro quantization errors
Norm of DELTAG(3)
Norm of DELTAQ(3)
Norm of PHIP state
Norm of PHII state
Norm of PHIE = PHIEB + PHIER states
.. function subroutine definition
GAUSSFNC8 ! Gauss distribution function for REAL*8
executable code
INSTEAD OF data statements
(Actually, the time-tag is T1)
TT(1)=T1
DO 5 J=2,NBMANEUV+l !+1 to include the last maneuver
TT(J) = TT(J-1) + ROTDU(J-1) !Until end of last maneuver
CONTINUE
DO 6 J=2,NBMANEUV+l
What if processing beyond the last maneuver?
IF (CURRTIME.LE.TT(J)) THEN
I = J-1
GOTO 7
ELSEIF (J.EQ.NBMANEUV+1) THEN
EOF = .TRUE.
RETURN
ENDIF
CONTINUE
QIBS(1)=Tl
DO 10 J=1,5
QWBEIE(J)=O.DO !Just a storage place for the re
CONTINUE
QWBEIE(ROTAX(I)+2) =ROTRA(I)
S=SIN(ROTRA(I) *DT/2.DO)/ROTRA (I)
QCHS(1)=O.DO !The change of orbiter attitude
Because carries no time-tag
QCHS (2) =COS (ROTRA(I) *DT/2. DO)
DO 20 J=3,5
QCHS(J)=S*QWBEIE(J)
CONTINUE
CALL CONJUG(QCHS,QCHSCJ) !I don't see a reason fi
CALL QUATPROD(QIBS,QCHS,QIBSNEW)
DO 30 I=1,5
QIBS(I)=QIBSNEW(I) !The quarternion is now updated
CONTINUE
QIBS(1)=CURRTIME !The time tag element
DO 40 J=1,THREE
NG(J)=GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMANG**2)
DELTAG(J) =BG(J) +NG(J)
DELTAQ(J) =GAUSSFNC8 (SIGMAQG**2)
CONTINUE
NORMDELTAQ=SQRT(DELTAQ(1)**2+DELTAQ(2)**2+DELTAQ((3)**2)
ot. rate
or this
QBSBSIND(2)=COS (NORMDELTAQ/2.DO)
DO 50 J=3,5
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
I
IF (NORMDELTAQ.EQ.0) THEN
QBSBSIND (J)= O.DO
ELSE
QBSBSIND(J) = DELTAQ (J-2)/NORMDELTAQ*SIN (NORMDELTAQ/2. DO)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CALL QUATPROD(QIBS, QBSBSIND,QIBSIND)
QIBSIND (1) =CURRTIME
Value of time-tag
QWBEIE (1) =CURRTIME
Value of time-tag
NOISY QUARTERNION
WRITE(11,100) QIBSIND
QUARTERNION WITHOUT NOISE &
AMOUNT OF EACH ROTATION (IN
WRITE(12,100) QIBS
WRITE(12,100) QWBEIE
FORMAT (5(2x,D12.5))
QUARTERNION FORM)
RETURN
END
.. Subroutine BHMX computes the system's [H] matrix.
SUBROUTINE BHMX(DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
input arguments
REAL*8
common blocks
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
DT !Time step
'PARAMSDB.FOR'
'MEASURCB.FOR'
'MATRIXCB.FOR'
'CONTRLCB.FOR'
.. variables used from common blocks
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
QIBSIND(5)
NBSTATES
ANOM, RNOM(3)
NBMANEUV,T1,ROTRA
ROTDU,VELBODY,VEL
WMX(3,3) ,ONEIAT(3,3)
HSMX(3) ,PMX(3)
AX,AY,AZ
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
from
MEASURCB
PARAMSDB
PARAMSDB
CONTRLCB
CONTRLCB
MATRIXCB
MATRIXCB
PARAMSDB
.. local variables
INTEGER*4 I,J,K,L
INTEGER*4 CHECK
REAL*8 W(3)
temporary variables
! loop index counters
TEMPl(3,3) ,TEMP2 (3)REAL*8
I
data statements
executable code
Initialization of HMX
DO 40 I=1,3
DO 30 J=1,NBSTATES
H(I,J) = 0.DO
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CHECK = 1 !Tells BSMX that it's called from HMX routine
CALL BSMX(HSMX,CHECK,DT)
DO 86 J=1,3
H(J,ONE+XAAA) = O.DO
DO 85 K=1,3
!initialized above
H(J,ONE+XAAA) =
f H(J,ONE+XAAA) + (ONEIAT(J,K)*PMX(K)) !Matrix
H(J,J+XKEY) =
f H(J,J+XKEY) + (ONEIAT(J,K)*HSMX(K)) !Matrix
IF (J.EQ.K) H(J,K) = 1.DO
ELSE
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
H(J,K) = 0.DO
H(J,K+XKEY) = 0.DO
times a vector
times a vector
!initialized
!above
CALL MAT8MULT ( ONEIAT,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
WMX,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
TEMP1,
THREE,
THREE )
Ask Prof. V.V about p.19 : his definition of this as ANOMINAL
TEMP2 (ONE) = -(ANOM+XHAT(ONE+XAAA)) *DCOS (ALPHA) * (DCOS (BETA) **2)
TEMP2(TWO) = -(ANOM+XHAT(ONE+XAAA)) *DSIN(BETA)
TEMP2(THREE) = -(ANOM+XHAT(ONE+XAAA)) *DSIN (ALPHA)* (DCOS (BETA)**2)
DO 95 I= 1,THREE
DO 90 J= 1,THREE
H(I,J+XARX) = TEMP1(I,J)
H(I,J+XCOX) = ONEIAT(I,J)*TEMP2(J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
This subroutine calculates the S vector which is common to the HMX
(H matrix) and the MEASUREMENT.
SUBROUTINE BSMX(SMX,CHECK,DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'PAR
INCLUDE 'MEAI
INCLUDE 'MAT:
INCLUDE 'CON'
Input arguments
REAL*8
INTEGER* 4
REAL*8
AMSDB. FOR'
SURCB.FOR'
RIXCB.FOR'
TRLCB.FOR'
SMX(THREE)
CHECK
DT
!General form of SMX
!Where it's called from
l:from BHMX
2:from BRESIDU2
!Time step
variables used from common blocks
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
local variables
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
temporary local
REAL*8
REAL*8
Funcions
REAL*8
data statements
ANOM,RNOM(3),AX,AY,AZ
DELTATH, DELTAVEL
ALPHA,BETA,ROTRA
VELOCITY, VELBODY
ROTAX, COLUMN
WMX(3,3) ,ONEIAT(3,3)
I,J,K,L ! loop
VELCOL
W(3) ,TT(25) ,ARMMX(3)
VALUE (NBSTATES)
TRANSFORM(THREE,THREE)
variables
from
from
from
from
from
from
PARAMSDB
PARAMSDB
CONTRLCB
CONTRLCB
CONTRLCB
MATRIXCB
index counters
,QIBSGEN(5)
S1(3),S2(3)
TEST
UNIF !Uniform distribution
DATA VELCOL /25/ !Defined as max # of columns in vel. matrix
(Check CONTRLCB.FOR for VELOCITY(*,VELCOL)) :max # of columns
executable code
TRANSFORM ( 3,3) =
1-2(S2**2+S3**2)
2(S1.S2-SO.S3)
2 (S1.S3+SO.S2)
2(S1.S2+SO.S3)
1-2(S1**2+S3**2)
2 (S2.S3-SO.S1)
2(S1.S3-SO.S2)
2(S2.S3+SO.S1)
1-(Sl**2+S2**2)
. Check to see whether it's real or simulated
DO 10 I=1,5
IF (CHECK.EQ.1) THEN !formulation of HMX
QIBSGEN(I) = QIBSIND(I) !General quarternion
ELSEIF (CHECK.EQ.2) THEN !Measurement calc.
QIBSGEN(I) = QIBS(I) !General quarternion
ENDIF
CONTINUE
TRANSFORM(ONE,ONE)= 1.DO-2.DO*(QIBSGEN(4)**2+QIBSGEN(5)**2)
TRANSFORM(TWO,TWO)= 1.DO-2.DO*(QIBSGEN(5)**2+QIBSGEN(3)**2)
TRANSFORM(THREE,THREE)= 1.DO-2.DO*(QIBSGEN(3)**2+QIBSGEN(4)**2)
TRANSFORM(ONE,TWO) = 2.DO*(QIBSGEN(3)*QIBSGEN(4)
+ +QIBSGEN(2)*QIBSGEN(5))
TRANSFORM(ONE,THREE)= 2. DO* (QIBSGEN(3) *QIBSGEN(5)
-QIBSGEN(2)*QIBSGEN(4))
TRANSFORM(TWO,ONE) = 2.DO*(QIBSGEN(3)*QIBSGEN(4)
-QIBSGEN(2)*QIBSGEN(5))
TRANSFORM(TWO,THREE)= 2.DO*(QIBSGEN(4)*QIBSGEN(5)
+ +QIBSGEN(2)*QIBSGEN(3))
TRANSFORM(THREE,ONE)= 2.DO*(QIBSGEN(3) *QIBSGEN(5)
+ +QIBSGEN(2)*QIBSGEN(4))
TRANSFORM(THREE,TWO)= 2.DO*(QIBSGEN(4)*QIBSGEN(5)
-QIBSGEN(2)*QIBSGEN(3))
TT(1) = T1 !Time t
DO 15 I=2,NBMANEUV+1 !+1 to
TT(I) = TT(I-1) + ROTDU
CONTINUE
DO 20 J=2,NBMANEUV+1 !+1 to
IF (QIBSGEN(1) .LE.TT(J)
COLUMN = J-1
GOTO 25
ag at the beginning
include the last maneuver
(I-1) !Until the end of the last maneuver
include the last maneuver
) THEN !QIBSGEN(1) = CURRTIME
!Corresponds to the # of the maneuver
ENDIF
CONTINUE
DO 30 K=1,3
VELOCITY(K,1) = VELOCITY(K,COLUMN) !The right velocity column
CONTINUE
multiply VELOCITY(inertial)
CALL MAT8MULT (
by TRANSFORM to get VELOCITY(body)
TRANSFORM,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
VELOCITY,
THREE,
ONE,
THREE,
VELCOL,
VELBODY,
THREE,
ONE )
VEL = DSQRT(VELBODY(ONE)**2 + VELBODY(TWO)**2 + VELBODY(THREE)**2)
The Ivell is assumed to be >0 at all times.
BETA = DASIN( VELBODY(TWO)/VEL ) !(-PI/2,PI/2)
TEST = BETA*180.0/PI
IF (VELBODY(3).LT.1.OD-06 .AND. VELBODY(1).LT.1.OD-06) GOTO 32
IF ((90.DO-TEST).LT.0.1 .OR. (90.DO+TEST).LT.0.1) THEN
ALPHA = 0.DO !Because ALPHA is undefined here
GOTO 32
ENDIF
ALPHA = DATAN2( VELBODY(THREE),VELBODY(ONE) ) !(-PI,PI)
I-
WRITE (*,*)ALPHA*180.0/PI,TEST
---------------- Alternate method
IF (VELBODY(ONE).EQ.0.0) THEN
IF (VELBODY(THREE).GT.O.0) THEN
ALPHA = 1.5707963 !PI/2
ELSEIF (VELBODY(THREE).LT.0.0) THEN
ALPHA = -1.5707963 !-PI/2
ENDIF
ELSE
ENDIF
VELBODY(ONE) = 1.0OD-06
.. Now, define the elements of f(alpha,beta)
DO 35 I=I,NBSTATES
IF (CHECK.EQ.1) THEN !formu
VALUE(I) = XHAT(I)
ELSEIF (CHECK.EQ.2) THEN
VALUE(I) = X(I)
lation of HMX
!Measurement calc.
ENDIF
CONTINUE
Nominal first.....
PMX(1) = -2.DO*(AX/AZ)*DCOS(ALPHA)*(DCOS(BETA) **2)
PMX(2) = -2.DO*(AY/AZ)*DSIN(BETA)
PMX(3) = -2.DO*DSIN(ALPHA)*(DCOS(BETA)**2)
Now, add the error terms .....
S1(1) = (ANOM + VALUE(ONE+XAAA))*
f (PMX(1) - (VALUE(ONE+XCOX)*DCOS(ALPHA)*(DCOS(BETA)**2)))
S1(2) = (ANOM + VALUE(ONE+XAAA))*
f (PMX(2) - (VALUE(ONE+XCOY)*DSIN(BETA)))
S1(3) = (ANOM + VALUE(ONE+XAAA))*
f (PMX(3) - (VALUE(ONE+XCOZ)*DSIN(ALPHA)*(DCOS(BETA)**2)))
Set the individual components of the rotation rate
DO 40 L=1,3
Add on the noise due to gyro quantization errors to W
IF (L.EQ.ROTAX(COLUMN)) THEN
W(L) = ROTRA(COLUMN)
ELSE
W(L) = 0.0
ENDIF
IF (CHECK.EQ.1) W(L) = W(L) +
f UNIF(-DELTATH/(2*DT),DELTATH/(2*DT))
CONTINUE
Compute the full matrix
DO 55 K=1,THREE
DO 50 L=1,THREE
WMX(K,L) = W(K)*W(L)
!Calculating HMX
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
Diagonal terms
WMX(ONE,ONE) = -(W(TWO)**2 + W(THREE)**2)
WMX(TWO,TWO) = -(W(ONE)**2 + W(THREE)**2)
WMX(THREE,THREE) = -(W(ONE)**2 + W(TWO)**2)
DO 60 L=1,3
ARMMX(L) = RNOM(L) + VALUE(L+XARX)
CONTINUE
DO 70 I=1,3
S2(I) = 0.DO
DO 65 J=1,3
S2(I)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 80 K=1,3
SMX (K)
CONTINUE
= S2(I) + (WMX(I,J)*ARMMX(J))
= S1(K)+S2(K)
RETURN
END
..Subroutine BRESIDU2 generates the measurement vector.
It also generates the innovation vector Z-H.X^ used for
updating the XA vector.
The formula used is :
RESID = Z - H .X^(-)
k k k k
SUBROUTINE BRESIDU2(DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
'PARAMSDB.FOR'
'MATRIXCB.FOR'
'MEASURCB.FOR'
'CONTRLCB.FOR'
.. input argument
REAL*8 DT !time-step
.. variables used from Common Blocks
XHAT(NBSTATES)
Z(THREE)
H(THREE,NBSTATES)
RMX (THREE, THREE)!
RESID(THREE)
ZSMX(3),HSMX(3)
from MATRIXCB:Estimated state vector
to MATRIXCB:measurement vector
!from MATRIXCB:Observation MAtrix
from MATRIXCB:Sensor noise Matrix
to MATRIXCB:residual vector
from MATRIXCB
REAL*8 ONEIAT(THREE,THREE)!from MATRIXCB:accelerometer orientation
local variable definitions
INTEGER*4
INTEGER* 4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
I,J,K,L
CHECK
KEYMX(THREE)
Z1(3,3),ZHAT1(3,3),ZHAT(
F(3,3),DIAG(3,3),UPPER(3
LOWER(3,3) ,NOISE(3) ,QN(3
! loop index counters
! Tells BSMX:it's Z calc.
! scale factor components
3) ! Temporary Z's
function subroutine definition
REAL*8 GAUSSFNC8
REAL*8 UNIF
!gaussian distribution
!uniform distribution
.. executable code
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
The KEYMX is a diagonal matrix. So, I could use Zl as a vector.
But, I need Z1 to be 3x3 to multiply ZSMX using MAT8MULT...
DO 20 I=1,THREE
KEYMX(I) = ONE + X(I+XKEY)
DO 15 J=1,THREE !Diagonal KEYMX gives:
Z1(I,J) = KEYMX(I)*ONEIAT(I,J)!matrix multiplication
CONTINUE !of KEYMX & ONEIAT
CONTINUE
Now multiply by S;
CHECK = 2 !Tells BSMX that it's called from Z subroutine
CALL BSMX(ZSMX,CHECK,DT) !DT is not used when called from here
CALL MAT8MULT( Z1,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
ZSMX,
THREE,
ONE,
THREE,
ONE,
THREE,
ONE
add measurement noise to form the measurement vector Z
CALL BRMX(DT)
Gaussian elimination of RMX to get the wideband noise.
Note: R = LDLA only if it is SYMMETRIC, positive definite.
Else, it is equal to R = LU (again must be pos. definite).
ref : Introduction to Applied Mathematics; Strang, Gilbert
Sections 1.2,1.3
NNA = FQQ^F ^ = FF^ = RMX
DO 40 I=1,3
DO 30 J=1,3
UPPER(I,J) = RMX(I,J)
DIAG(I,J) = O.DO
CONTINUE
!INITIALIZATION
CONTINUE
DO 60 I=1,3
DIAG(I,I) = UPPER(I,I)
DO 50 J=1,3
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN
LOWER(I,J) = 1.DO
ELSEIF (I.LT.J) THEN
LOWER(I,J) = 0.DO
ELSEIF (I.GT.J) THEN !Shows what's happening
LOWER(I,J) = UPPER(I,J)/DIAG(J,J)
DO 45 K=1,3
UPPER(I,K) = UPPER(I,K)-UPPER(J,K)*LOWER(I,J)
CONTINUE
DIAG(I,I) = UPPER(I,I) !Updated value after each elimination
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
Now, assuming R is symmetric, positive definite, take the
square root to get RMX = FFT (using RMX = LDLT),
F = L*(square root of D).
DO 70 K=1,3
DIAG(K,K) = SQRT(DIAG(K,K))
QN(K) = GAUSSFNC8(1) IFor
CONTINUE
Now, multiply LOWER by S
CALL MAT8MULT( LOWER,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
DIAG,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
F,
THREE,
THREE )
Now, NOISE = F*QN is the
CALL MAT8MULT( F,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
QN,
THREE,
ONE,
THREE,
ONE,
NOISE,
THREE,
ONE )
the wideband noise
QRT(DIAG) to get the F matrix
wideband noise
Now add the bias and the noise terms
DO 100 I=1,THREE
Z(I) = Z(I) + X(I+XBEE) + NOISE(I)
0 CONTINUE
------------------------ Residue from estimate
The KEYMX is a diagonal matrix. So, I could use ZHAT1 as a vector.
But, I need ZHAT1 to be 3x3 to multiply HSMX using MAT8MULT...
DO 120 I=1,THREE
KEYMX(I) = ONE + XHAT(I+XKEY)
DO 115 J=1,THREE !Diagonal KEYMX gives:
ZHAT1(I,J) = KEYMX(I)*ONEIAT(I,J)!matrix multiplied
CONTINUE !of KEYMX & ONEIAT
CONTINUE
Now multiply by S;
CALL MAT8MULT( ZHAT1,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
HSMX,
THREE,
ONE,
THREE,
ONE,
ZHAT,
THREE,
ONE
Now add the bias terms
DO 150 I=1,THREE
ZHAT(I) = ZHAT(I) + XHAT(I+XBEE)
0 CONTINUE
form the residue ZHAT-H.X^
DO 200 I=1,THREE
RESID(I) = Z(I)-ZHAT(I)
0 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
This subroutine calculates the covariance matrix(RMX) for the wideband
measurement noise. This noise is made up of the direct wideband
accelerometer error and the effects of the wideband gyro noise that
propogates through the computation of the acceleration vector.
SUBROUTINE BRMX (DT)
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
'PARAMSDB.FOR'
'MEASURCB.FOR'
'MATRIXCB.FOR'
'CONTRLCB.FOR'
.. input argument
REAL*8 DT !time step
variables
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
used from common blocks
ALPHA, BETA,ROTRA,ROTAX,COLUMN
ANOM,AX,AY,AZ
DELALPHA, DELBETA,RNOM
RMX,ONEIAT
SIGMAQA,SIGMAQG
from CONTRLCB
from PARAMSDB
from PARAMSDB
from MATRIXCB
from PARAMSDB
local variables
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
I,J,K,L !loop counters
LINPMX(THREE), CFMX(THREE, THREE)
MKMX(3,3) ,MKMXT(3,3),ONEIA(3,3),Rl(3,3)
ROT(3),MKMINUSMX(3,3),MKMINUSMXT (3,3)
UX,UY,UZ,UCROSSMX(3,3) ,RCROSSMX(3,3)
COVMX(3,3), COVTTMX1(3,3), COVTTMX2(3,3)
.. Functions
REAL*8 GAUSSFNC8
executable code
Computed vector,
W = (1/m).Fa + (Wib x R) + (Wib x (Wib x R))
Rotation specified about a particular axis
DO 100 I=1,3
IF (I.EQ.ROTAX(COLUMN)) THEN
ROT(I) = ROTRA(COLUMN)
ELSE
ROT(I) = O.DO
ENDIF
)0 CONTINUE
Linearized PMX
LINPMX(ONE) = 2.DO*(AX/AZ)*(DSIN(ALPHA) *(DCOS(BETA) **2)*DELALPHA +
f 2. DO*DCOS (ALPHA) *DCOS (BETA) *DSIN(BETA) *DELBETA)
LINPMX(TWO) = -2.DO*(AY/AZ) *DCOS (BETA) *DELBETA
LINPMX(THREE) = 2.DO* (-DCOS(ALPHA) * (DCOS (BETA) **2) *DELALPHA +
f 2.DO*DSIN (ALPHA) *DCOS (BETA) *DSIN(BETA) *DELBETA)
The covariance matrix for the errors in indicating the
(1/m)*Fa term in the acceleration vector
CFMX = ANOM**2(DELF.DELF^ )
CFMX(ONE,ONE) = ((2.DO*ANOM*AX/AZ*DCOS(BETA)) **2)*
f ((DSIN(ALPHA)**2)*(DCOS(BETA)**2) +
f 4.DO*(DCOS(ALPHA)**2)*(DSIN(BETA)**2))*(SIGMAQG**2)
CFMX(TWO,TWO) = ((2.DO*ANOM*AY/AZ)**2)*
f (DCOS(BETA)**2)*(SIGMAQG**2)
CFMX(THREE,THREE) = ((2.DO*ANOM*DCOS(BETA))**2)*
f ((DCOS(ALPHA)**2)*(DCOS(BETA)**2) +
f 4.DO*(DSIN(ALPHA)**2)*(DSIN(BETA)**2))*(SIGMAQG**2)
CFMX(ONE,TWO) = -8.DO*(ANOM**2)*(AX/AZ)*(AY/AZ)*
f DCOS(ALPHA) *(DCOS (BETA) **2) *DSIN(BETA) *(SIGMAQG**2)
CFMX(TWO,ONE) = CFMX(ONE,TWO)
CFMX(ONE,THREE) = 4.DO*(ANOM**2) *AX/AZ*DSIN(ALPHA) *
f DCOS(ALPHA)*(DCOS(BETA)**2)*(-(DCOS(BETA)**2) +
f 4. DO* (SIN (BETA) **2) ) * (SIGMAQG**2)
CFMX(THREE,ONE) = CFMX(ONE,THREE)
CFMX(TWO,THREE) = -8.DO*(ANOM**2)*(AY/AZ)*
f DSIN(ALPHA)*DSIN(BETA)*(DCOS(BETA)**2)*(SIGMAQG**2)
CFMX(THREE,TWO) = CFMX(TWO,THREE)
Now, do the 2nd and 3rd terms of W vector
U = (1/DT^2)R + (1/DT)(Wib X R)
UX = (1.DO/DT**2)*RNOM(ONE) + (1.DO/DT)*
f (ROT(TWO)*RNOM(THREE) - ROT(THREE)*RNOM(TWO))
UY = (l.DO/DT**2)*RNOM(TWO) + (1.DO/DT)*
f (ROT(THREE)*RNOM(ONE) - ROT(ONE)*RNOM(THREE))
UZ = (1.DO/DT**2)*RNOM(THREE) + (1.DO/DT)*
f (ROT(ONE)*RNOM(TWO) - ROT(TWO)*RNOM(ONE))
Define the cross matrices
UCROSSMX(TWO,ONE) = UZ
RCROSSMX(TWO,ONE) = RNOM(THREE)
UCROSSMX(THREE,ONE) = -UY
RCROSSMX(THREE,ONE) = -RNOM(TWO)
UCROSSMX(THREE,TWO) = UX
RCROSSMX(THREE,TWO) = RNOM(ONE)
DO 10 I=1,3
DO 5 J=I,3 !Note how this is from letter I to 3.
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN
UCROSSMX(I,J) = O.DO
RCROSSMX(I,J) = O.DO
ELSE
UCROSSMX(I,J) = -UCROSSMX(J,I)
RCROSSMX(I,J) = -RCROSSMX(J,I)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
Now define the MK,MKMINUS matrices
DO 20 K=1,3
DO 15 L=1,3
MKMINUSMX(K,L) = (1/DT**2)*RCROSSMX(K,L)
IF (K.EQ.L) THEN
MKMX(K,L) = -UCROSSMX(K,L) + 1/DT*
f (ROT(1)*RNOM(1) + ROT(2)*RNOM(2) + ROT(3)*RNOM(3))-
f 1/DT*(RNOM(K)*ROT(K))
ELSE
MKMX(K,L) = -UCROSSMX(K,L) -
f 1/DT*(RNOM(K) *ROT(L))
ENDIF
MKMXT(L,K) = MKMX(K,L) !Define the transposes
MKMINUSMXT(L,K) = MKMINUSMX(K,L)
ONEIA(K,L) = ONEIAT(L,K)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
Do MKMX.MKMXA (part of DELTT.DELTT^ )
CALL MAT8MULT( MKMX,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f MKMXT,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f COVTTMX1,
f THREE,
f THREE )
Do MKMINUSMX.MKMINUSMXA (part of DELTT.DELTT^ )
CALL MAT8MULT( MKMINUSMX,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f MKMINUSMXT,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f COVTTMX2,
f THREE,
f THREE )
Now, add the covariance terms to get the covariance for the
wideband noise in the computed vector
COVMX = DELW.DELWA = CFMX + DELTT.DELTT^
DO 30 I=1,3
DO 25 J=1,3
COVMX(I,J) = CFMX(I,J) +
f (COVTTMX1(I,J) + COVTTMX2(I,J))*(SIGMAQG**2) !expect(DELTT.DELTT^)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
To get the covariance matrix for the wideband measurement noise,
since the scale factor and bias errors are not wideband,
Measurement M = ONEIAT.W + N
(N is the vector of wideband accelerometer errors->quantization)
Now, R = ONEIAA.DELW.DELW^.ONEIA + NNA
First, ONEIAT.COVMX
CALL MAT8MULT( ONEIAT,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f COVMX,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f R1,
f THREE,
f THREE )
Then, R1.ONEIA
CALL MAT8MULT( R1,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f ONEIA,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f THREE,
f RMX,
f THREE,
f THREE )
Adding the wideband accelerometer errors gives,
DO 40 K=1,3
RMX(K,K) = RMX(K,K) + (SIGMAQA**2)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
i
This subroutine calculates the Kalman Gain. The equation is (where KG
is the Kalman Gain, H is the observation matrix, P is the Covariance
matrix and HA is the tranpose of H):
KG = [P(-) ] [H]{
k k k
H P(-)H^ + R
kk k k
KG = K1 . [ K2
K1 = [P(-)][HA]
k k
K2 = INV( H P(-)H^
kk k
+R)
SUBROUTINE BKALGN
IMPLICIT NONE
..common blocks
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB.FOR'
input arguments
variables used in this module from common blocks
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
NBSTATES
P(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
H(THREE,NBSTATES)
STEPCNT
KG(NBSTATES, THREE)
from
from
from
from
to
MATRIXCB
MATRIXCB
MATRIXCB
MATRIXCB
MATRIXCB
.. local variable definitions
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
K1(NBSTATES,THREE) ,K2(THREE,THREE)
defined above
K3(THREE,THREE),K4(THREE,THREE)
auxiliary variables
HT(NBSTATES,THREE)
transpose of H
index loop counter
index loop counter
INDX(THREE)
mysterious argument used in matrix inversion
executable code
take transpose of H : HT
DO 10 I = 1,NBSTATES
or:
where:
and:
DO 20 J = 1,THREE
HT(I,J) = H(J,I)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
... multiply [P] by [HT] to get K1
>>MAT8MULT<< matrix multiplier for REAL*8:
arguments are:
matrix [A], # of rows in [A], # of co
# of rows in array where [A] is store
# of cols in array where [A] is store
matrix [B], # of rows in [B], # of co
# of rows in array where [B] is store
# of cols in array where [B] is store
matrix [C],
# of rows in array where [C] is store
# of cols in array where [C] is store
computes [C]=[A][B]
ls in [A],
d,
d,
ls in [B],
d,
d,
d,
d,
CALL MAT8MULT(
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
HT,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
Kl,
NBSTATES,
THREE )
.. compute [H]*[P]*[H ^ ] i.e. [H]*[Kl]
CALL MAT8MULT ( H,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
KI,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
K3,
THREE,
THREE )
.. add RMX to get HPH^ + RMX
DO 40 I=1,THREE
DO 30 J=1,THREE
K4(I,J) = K3(I,J) + RMX(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
.. take the inverse of K4 and call it K2
CALL LU$INVERSE( K4,
f
f
f
f
finally, form KG = K1.K2
CALL MAT8MULT( KI,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
K2,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
THREE,
KG(ONE,ONE),
NBSTATES,
THREE )
RETURN
END
.. This subroutine calculates the updated (by the inclusion of a measurement)
Covariance matrix [P]. The equation is :
[P(+)] = [P(-)]
k k
- [ K ].[ H ].[P(-)]
k k k
SUBROUTINE BUPDCOV
IMPLICIT NONE
..common blocks
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB.FOR'
INCLUDE 'MATRIXCB.FOR'
..variables used in this module from common blocks
INTEGER* 4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
NBSTATES
P(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
H(THREE,NBSTATES)
KG(NBSTATES,THREE)
STEPCNT
from PARAMSDB
from/to MATRIXCB
from MATRIXCB
from MATRIXCB
from MATRIXCB
.. local variable definitions
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
HP(THREE,NBSTATES)
product H by P matrix
KGHP(NBSTATES,NBSTATES)
product KG by HP matrix
I,J
loop index counters
.. executable code
K2,
THREE,
THREE,
INDX
.. multiply H by P
>>MAT8MULT<< matrix multiplier for REAL*8:
arguments are:
matrix [A], # of rows in
# of rows in array where
# of cols in array where
matrix [B], # of rows in
# of rows in array where
# of cols in array where
matrix (C],
# of rows in array where
# of cols in array where
[A]
([A
[A]
[B](B][B]
, # of cols
stored,
stored,
of cols
stored,
stored,
is
is
, #
is
is
computes [C]=[A][B]
in [A],
in [B],
(C] is stored,
[C] is stored,
CALL MAT8MULT ( H,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
P,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES,
HP,
THREE,
NBSTATES
.. mutiply KG by HP
CALL MAT8MULT (
.. update the [P]
KG(ONE,ONE),
NBSTATES,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
HP,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
THREE,
NBSTATES,
KGHP,
NBSTATES,
NBSTATES
matrix
DO 20 I = 1,NBSTATES
DO 10 J = 1,NBSTATES
P(I,J) = P(I,J) - KGHP(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
This routine finds a quaternion which interpolates the 2 quaternions
P1 and P3. It outputs the quaternion P2 for a given time T2 where T2 is
usually but not necessarily comprised between T1 and T3.
SUBROUTINE BQUATINT(P1,P3,T2, P2)
IMPLICIT NONE
input arguments
P1(5) ,P3(5)
P2(5)
T2
quaternions to interpolate
result of interpolation
time-tag of P2
local variables
R,S,BETA
DELTAP(5) , DELP(5) , P3CONJ(5) , DELTAPCJ(5)
executable code
CALL CONJUG ( P3 , P3CONJ )
CALL QUATPROD ( P1 , P3CONJ
BETA = 2.DO*ASIN(DELP(3)**2
R = (T2-P1(1))/(P3(1)-Pl(1))
IF (BETA.EQ.0) THEN
S=0
ELSE
, DELP )
+ DELP(4)**2 + DELP(5)**2)
S = SIN(R*BETA/2.DO)/SIN(BETA/2.DO)
ENDIF
DELTAP(1) = T
DELTAP(2) = C
DELTAP(3) = D]
DELTAP(4) = D]
DELTAP(5) = D
CALL CONJUG (
CALL QUATPROD
P2(1) = T2
2
OS (R*BETA/2 .DO)
ELP(3)*S
ELP(4)*S
ELP(5)*S
DELTAP , DELTAPCJ
( DELTAPCJ , P1 ,P2 )
RETURN
END
This subroutine finds and ouputs the CONJUGate PCJ of any given
quaternion P .
SUBROUTINE CONJUG ( , PCJ )
IMPLICIT NONE
input arguments
REAL*8
REAL*8
P(5)
PCJ(5)
input quaternion
output quaternion
local variable
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
I ! loop index counter
executable code
PCJ(1) = P(1)
PCJ(2) = P(2)
cosine part is unchanged
DO 3 I = 3,5
PCJ(I) = -P(I)
sine part signs are inve
CONTINUE
! time-tag is unchanged
RETURN
END
This subroutine computes and outputs
quaternions P1 and P2 .
Denoting P = [a ;B] , P = [a ;B ]
1 1 1 2 2 2
the product P3 of two given
, P
3
[a ;B
3 3
where a and B represent the real and vector parts , respectively
we implement the formulas :
a =a a - B .B
3 12 1 2
B = aB + aB +B *
3 12 21 1
SUBROUTINE QUATPROD
B
2
( P1 , P2 , P3 )
IMPLICIT NONE
input arguments
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
result of the
local variables
P1(5)
P2(5)
P3(5)
multiplication
REAL*8
convenient vectors
INTEGER*4
loop index counters
AUXP1 (6) , AUXP2 (6)
I ,J
executable code
P3(1) = O.DO
or whatever : P3 carries no time-tag
P3(2) = Pl(2)*P2(2)-Pl(3)*P2(3)-Pl(4)*P2(4)-Pl(5)*P2(5)
INTEGER*4
1 0& 000 00 000 00 00* 00 0a 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 00 0*0 00 000 00
the following "5" loop makes permutations of indices easier
DO 5 I = 1,3
AUXP1(I) = Pl(I+2)
AUXP1(I+3) = P1(I+2)
AUXP2(I) = P2(I+2)
AUXP2(I+3) = P2(I+2)
CONTINUE
DO 8 I =1,3
P3(I+2) = Pl(2)*P2(I+2)+P2(2)*Pl(I+2)+AUXP1(I+1)*AUXP2(I+2)
f -AUXP1 (I+2) *AUXP2 (I+1)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
File : RSUB.FOR
SUBROUTINE MUCOV (N,X,H,RES,OBSVAR,U)
THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE OBSERVATION UPDATE
OF THE STATE AND OF THE U-D FACTORS.
MCCI / MAY 25, 1989
INPUT :
N = NUMBER OF STATES
X(N) = CURRENT STATE ESTIMATE
H(N) = OBSERVATION SENSITIVITY VECTOR
RES = OBSERVATION RESIDUAL (=Z-H*X)
OBSVAR = OBSERVATION VARIANCE
U(N,N) = ARRAY WITH THE CURRENT U-D FACTORS
U(I,J) I=1,...,N; J=I+1,...N IS THE U MATRIX
U IS UNIT UPPER TRIANGULAR
U(I,I) I=1,...,N IS THE MAIN DIAGONAL OF
THE (DIAGONAL) D MATRIX
OUTPUT :
X(N) = UPDATED STATE
U(N,N) = ARRAY WITH THE UPDATED U-D FACTORS
LOCAL VARIABLES :
J,K,L LOOP COUNTERS
GA,GB,GC,GD,GE,GF,GG WORK (SCRATCH) VARIABLES
SB(N),SF(N) WORK (SCRATCH) ARRAYS
REFERENCE :
THORNTON, C.L., G.J. BIERMAN, UDUT COVARIANCE
mm
FACTORIZATION FOR KALMAN FILTERING, A.P., 1980.
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB. FOR'
INTEGER*4 J,K,L,N
REAL*8 U(NBSTATES,NBSTATES)
REAL*8 X(NBSTATES),H (NBSTATES)
REAL*8 SB(NBSTATES),SF (NBSTATES)
REAL*8 RES,OBSVAR
REAL*8 GA,GB,GC,GD,GE,GF,GG
COMPUTE SF=UT*HT, SB=D*SF
UT=U TRANSPOSED, HT=H TRANSPOSED
DO 30 L=2,N
J=N-L+2
GA=H (J)
DO 20 K=1,J-1
0 GA=GA+U(K,J) *H(K)
SF(J)=GA
3 SB(J)=U(J,J)*GA
SB(1)=U(1, 1)*H(1)
SF(1)=H(1)
UPDATE THE U-D FACTORS
GA=OBSVAR+S B (1) *SF(1)
GC=0.DO
IF (GA.GT.0O.DO) GC=1.DO/GA
IF (SB(1).NE.0.DO) U(1,1)=OBSVAR*GC*U(1,1)
DO 50 J=2,N
GB=GA
GD=SB(J)
GA=GA+GD*SF (J)
IF (GA.EQ.0.DO) GO TO 50
GE=-SF(J) *GC
DO 40 K=1,J-1
GF=U(K,J)
U(K,J)=GF+GE*SB(K)
3 SB(K)=SB(K)+GD*GF
GC=1.DO/GA
U(J,J)=GB*GC*U(J,J)
3 CONTINUE
UPDATE STATE
GG=RES*GC
DO 60 J=1,N
3 X(J)=X(J)+SB(J)*GG
RETURN
END
SUBROUTIN** ********************************** ***TUCOV NUPHIDT) **
SUBROUTINE TUCOV (N,U,PHI,Q,DT)
THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE TIME
UPDATE OF THE U-D FACTORS.
MCCI / MAY 25, 1989
INPUT :
N = NUMBER OF STATES
NN = 2*N
U(N,N) = ARRAY WITH THE CURRENT U-D FACTORS
U(I,J) I=1,...,N; J=I+1,...N IS THE U MATRIX
U IS UNIT UPPER TRIANGULAR
U(I,I) I=1,...,N IS THE MAIN DIAGONAL OF
THE (DIAGONAL) D MATRIX
PHI(N,N) = STATE TRANSITION MATRIX
Q(N,N) = NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY MATRIX
DT = TIME INTERVAL
OUTPUT :
U(N,N) = ARRAY WITH THE UPDATED U-D FACTORS
LOCAL VARIABLES :
I,J,K,L LOOP COUNTERS
DB,SUM WORK (SCRATCH) VARIABLES
D(NN),W(N,NN) WORK (SCRATCH) ARRAYS
REFERENCE :
THORNTON, C.L., G.J. BIERMAN, UDUT COVARIANCE
FACTORIZATION FOR KALMAN FILTERING, A.P., 1980.
-------------------------------------------------------
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB. FOR'
INTEGER*4 I,J,K,L,N,NN
REAL*8 DT
REAL*8 U(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
REAL*8 PHI(NBSTATES,NBSTATES)
REAL*8 Q(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
REAL*8 D(2*NBSTATES) ,W(NBSTATES, 2*NBSTATES)
REAL*8 SUM,DB
EXECUTABLE CODE
NN=2*N
COMPUTE W=[PHI*U ; PHI] AND SET D=DIAG(D-OLD ; Q*DT)
DO 80 I=1,N
D(I)=U(I,I)
D(I+N)=Q(I,I) *DT
DO 80 J=1,N
SUM=0.DO
IF (J.EQ.1) GO TO 81
DO 75 K=1,J-1
5 SUM=SUM+PHI(I,K)*U(K,J)
1 W(I,J)=SUM+PHI(I,J)
0 W(I,J+N)=PHI(I,J)
UPDATE THE U-D FACTORS
DO 150 L=2,N
J=N-L+2
DB=0.DO
DO 90 K=1,NN
0 DB=DB+D(K) *W(J, K) *W(J ,K)
U(J,J)=DB
IF (DB.EQ.0.DO) THEN
DO 70 I=1,J-1
0 U(I,J)=0.DO
GO TO 150
ENDIF
DO 140 I=1,J-1
SUM=0.DO
DO 120 K=1,NN
20 SUM=SUM+D(K) *W(I,K) *W(J,K)
SUM=SUM/DB
DO 130 K=1,NN
30 W(I, K) =W(I, K) -SUM*W(J, K)
40 U(I,J)=SUM
50 CONTINUE
SUM=0.DO
DO 160 K=1,NN
50 SUM=SUM+D(K) *W(1, K) *W(1, K)
U(1,1)=SUM
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INUCOV (NN,N,W,D,U)
L --------------------------------------------------
THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE U-D FACTORS OF
THE "IUS" FULL INITIAL COVARIANCE MATRIX.
MCCI / OCTOBER 24, 1989
INPUT :
N = NUMBER OF STATES
NN = 34 (=5*5+3*3)
P(34,34) = INITIAL FULL COVARIANCE MATRIX
= W*D*WT
D(NN), W(N,NN)
OUTPUT :
U(N,N) = ARRAY WITH THE UPDATED U-D FACTORS
U(I,J) I=1,...,N; J=I+1,...N IS THE U MATRIX
U IS UNIT UPPER TRIANGULAR
U(I,I) I=1,...,N IS THE MAIN DIAGONAL OF
THE (DIAGONAL) D MATRIX
LOCAL VARIABLES :
I,J,K,L LOOP COUNTERS
DB,SUM WORK (SCRATCH) VARIABLES
REFERENCE :
THORNTON, C.L., G.J. BIERMAN, UDUT COVARIANCE
FACTORIZATION FOR KALMAN FILTERING, A.P., 1980.
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION U(N,N),D(NN) ,W(N,NN)
EXECUTABLE CODE
DO 150 L=2,N
J=N-L+2
DB=0.DO
DO 90 K=1,NN
DB=DB+D (K) *W (J, K) *W (J, K)
U(J,J)=DB
IF (DB.EQ.O.DO) THEN
DO 70 I=1,J-1
D U(I,J)=0.DO
GO TO 150
ENDIF
DO 140 I=1,J-1
SUM=0.DO
DO 120 K=1,NN
20 SUM=SUM+D(K) *W(I, K) *W(J,K)
SUM=SUM/DB
DO 130 K=1,NN
30 W(I, K)=W(I, K) -SUM*W(J, K)
40 U(I,J)=SUM
50 CONTINUE
SUM=0.DO
DO 160 K=1,NN
60 SUM=SUM+D(K) *W(1, K) *W(1, K)
U(1,1)=SUM
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE UDUTCC (N,U,P)
THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE COVARIANCE MATRIX
GIVEN THE U-D FACTORS, COV=U*D*UT.
MCCI / MAY 25, 1989
INPUT :
N = NUMBER OF STATES
U(N,N) = ARRAY WITH THE CURRENT U-D FACTORS
U(I,J) I=1,...,N; J=I+1,...N IS THE U MATRIX
U IS UNIT UPPER TRIANGULAR
U(I,I) I=1,...,N IS THE MAIN DIAGONAL OF
THE (DIAGONAL) D MATRIX
OUTPUT :
P(N,N) = COVARIANCE MATRIX
LOCAL VARIABLES :
LOOP COUNTERS
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB. FOR'
INTEGER*4 I,J,K,N
REAL* 8 U(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
REAL*8 P(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
DO 10 I=1,N
DO 10 J=1,I
IF (I.EQ.J) THEN
P(I,J) =U(I, I)
ELSE
P(I,J)=U(I,I)*U(J,I)
ENDIF
IF (I.EQ.N) GO TO 15
DO 20 K=I+1,N
P(I,J)=P(I,J)
P(J, I)=P(I,J)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
+U(K,K) *U(I,K) *U(J,K)
*************************************************************************
... Subroutine DEFAULT assigns values to a REAL*8, REAL*8 or INTEGER*4
variable : either a value chosen by the user or a default value taken
from the file DEFAULDB
This file actually contains 3 different subroutines corresponding to
the 3 types of variables enumerated above : DEFREAL4, DEFREAL8 and
DEFINTG4 .
SUBROUTINE DEFINTG4(X,Y)
IMPLICIT NONE
... input arguments
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
... local variable definitions
CHARACTER*10
... executable code
----------------- VERSION USED
WRITE(*,*) '(Default value
ACCEPT 20,A
READ (*,20) A
0 FORMAT (A10)
IF (ICHAR(A).EQ.32) THEN
X=Y
ELSE
: ',Y, ')'
I,J,K
READ(*,*)X
ENDIF
-----------------
----------------- ALTERNATE VERSION
5 WRITE(*,*)'(To input value, type : I)'
WRITE(*,*)'(For default value = ',Y,', type : D)'
ACCEPT 10,A
C READ (*,10) A
10 FORMAT (A10)
IF (A.EQ.'D') THEN
X=Y
ELSEIF (A.EQ.'I') THEN
WRITE(*,*)'What is the value (integer)?'
READ(*, *)X
ELSE
GOTO 5
ENDIF
------------------
WRITE(*,*) X
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DEFREAL4(X,Y)
IMPLICIT NONE
... input arguments
REAL*4 X
REAL*4 Y
local variable definitions
CHARACTER*10 A
... executable code
----------------- VERSION USED
WRITE(*,*)'(Default value : ',Y,')'
ACCEPT 20,A
READ (*,20) A
0 FORMAT (A10)
IF (ICHAR(A).EQ.32) THEN
X=Y
ELSE
READ ( *,*)X
ENDIF
-----------------
WRITE(*,*) X
RETURN
END
***************************************************************************
SUBROUTINE DEFREAL8 (X, Y)
IMPLICIT NONE
... input arguments
REAL*8 X
REAL*8 Y
... local variable definitions
CHARACTER*10 A
... executable code
----------------- VERSION USED
WRITE(*,*) ' (Default value : ',Y,')'
ACCEPT 20,A
READ (*,20) A
0 FORMAT (A10)
IF (ICHAR(A).EQ.32) THEN
X=Y
ELSE
READ(*, *) X
ENDIF
----------------- C
WRITE(*,*) X
RETURN
END
File : UTIL.FOR
SUBROUTINE LU$BCKSUBST( A,
N,
NP,
INDX,
B)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
N
NP
INDX (N)
I
J
II
LL
A(NP, NP)
B(N)
SUM
!dim. of matrix
!phys. dim. of matrix storage space
!output vector
!loop counter
!loop counter
!decomposed matrix, from output of LU$DE
!input as vector B: output as answer X
EXECUTABLE CODE
II = 0
DO 12 I = 1, N
LL = INDX(I)
SUM = B(LL)
B(LL) = B(I)
IF (II.NE.0) THEN
DO 11 J = II, I-i
SUM = SUM - A(I,J)*B(J)
CONTINUE
ELSE IF (SUM.NE.O.0) THEN
II = I
END IF
B(I) = SUM
CONTINUE
DO 14 I = N, 1, -1
SUM = B(I)
IF (I.LT.N) THEN
DO 13 J = I+1, N
SUM = SUM -A(I,J)*B(J)
CONTINUE
END IF
B(I) = SUM / A(I,I)
4 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
#######t#####8####t######################################
SUBROUTINE LU$DECOMP(
NP,
INDX,
D )
m
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*4 NMAX
REAL*8 TINY
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
(NMAX = 100) !largest expected matrix
(TINY = 1.OE-20) !small number to avoid division by 0
N
NP
INDX (N)
I
J
K
IMAX
A(NP, NP)
D
AAMAX
VV(NMAX)
SUM
DUM
!dim. of matrix
!phys. dim. of matrix storage space
!output vector
!loop counter
!loop counter
!loop counter
!matrix, both input and output.
!note input matrix is DESTROYED!
! +/-1, depends on # of row interchanges
!stores implicit scaling of each row
!temporary variable
EXECUTABLE CODE
D = 1.0
DO 12 I = 1, N
AAMAX = 0.0
DO 11 J = 1, N
IF (ABS(A(I,J)).GT.AAMAX)
CONTINUE
IF (AAMAX.EQ.0) PAUSE 'SIN
VV(I) = 1.0/AAMAX
CONTINUE
DO 19 J = 1, N
IF (J.GT.1) THEN
DO 14 I = 1, J-1
SUM = A(I,J)
IF (I.GT.1) THEN
DO 13 K = 1, I-1
SUM = SUM - A
CONTINUE
A(I,J) = SUM
AAMAX = ABS(A(I,J))
GULAR MATRIX'
(I,K) *A(K,J)
END IF
CONTINUE
END IF
AAMAX = 0.0
DO 16 I = J, N
SUM = A(I,J)
IF (J.GT.1) THEN
DO 15 K = 1, J-1
SUM = SUM - A(I,K)*A(K,J)
CONTINUE
A(I,J) = SUM
END IF
DUM = VV(I)*ABS(SUM)
IF (DUM.GE.AAMAX) THEN
IMAX = I
AAMAX = DUM
END IF
CONTINUE
-M
m
IF (J.NE.IMAX) THEN
DO 17 K = 1, N
DUM = A(IMAX,K)
A(IMAX,K) = A(J,K)
A(J,K) = DUM
CONTINUE
D = -D
VV(IMAX) = VV(J)
END IF
INDX(J) = IMAX
IF (J.NE.N) THEN
IF (A(J,J).EQ.0.0) A(J,J) = TINY
DUM = 1.0 / A(J,J)
DO 18 I = J+1, N
A(I,J) = A(I,J)*DUM
CONTINUE
END IF
CONTINUE
if (a(n,n).eq.0.0) a(n,n) = tiny
return
end
'######################################## ## ##### ########
SUBROUTINE LU$INVERSE( A,
NP,
INDX )
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
N
NP
INDX (NP)
I
J
A(NP, NP)
Y(NP,NP)
D
!dim. of matrix
!phys. dim. of matrix storage space
!output vector
!loop counter
!loop counter
!matrix, both input and output.
!note input matrix is DESTROYED!
!inverse of A
! +/-1, depends on # of row interchanges
EXECUTABLE CODE
DO 20 I = 1, N
DO 10 J = 1, N
Y(I,J) = 0.0
CONTINUE
Y(I,I) = 1.0
CONTINUE
CALL LU$DECOMP( A,
N,
NP,
INDX,
D)
DO 30 J = 1, N
CALL LU$BCKSUBST(
NP,
M
INDX,
Y(1,J)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
**********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE MAT8MULT ( A,
AROWS,
ACOLS,
AMR,
AMC,
B,
BROWS,
BCOLS,
BMR,
BMC,
C,
CMR,
CMC
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
AROWS
BROWS
ACOLS
BCOLS
AMR
AMC
BMR
BMC
CMR
CMC
!# of
!# of
!# of
!# of
!# of
!# of
!# of
!# of
!# of
!# of
!loop
!loop
!loop
rows
rows
cols
cols
rows
cols
rows
cols
rows
cols
in matrix A
in matrix B
in matrix A
in matrix B
matrix A is stored
matrix A is stored
matrix B is stored
matrix B is stored
matrix C is stored
matrix C is stored
counter
counter
counter
A(AMR,AMC)
B(BMR, BMC)
C (CMR, CMC)
!matrix to be multiplied
!matrix to be multiplied
!solution
EXECUTABLE CODE
IF (ACOLS .NE. BROWS) STOP
f'%-ERROR IN MAT$MULT%%% ACOLS NOT EQUAL TO BROWS'
IF (AMR .LT. AROWS .OR. AMC .LT. ACOLS) STOP
f'%-ERROR IN MAT$MULT%%% STORAGE MATRIX A LESS THAN ACTUAL SIZE'
IF (BMR .LT. BROWS .OR. BMC .LT. BCOLS) STOP
f'%-ERROR IN MAT$MULT%%% STORAGE MATRIX B LESS THAN ACTUAL SIZE'
IF (CMR .LT. AROWS .OR. CMC .LT. BCOLS) STOP
f'%-ERROR IN MAT$MULT%%% STORAGE MATRIX C LESS THAN ACTUAL SIZE'
DO 30 J = 1, AROWS
DO 20 K = 1, BCOLS
C(J,K) = 0.0
DO 10 M = 1, ACOLS
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
in
in
in
in
in
in
C(J,K) = C(J,K) + A(J,M)*B(M,K)
-0 CONTINUE
!0 CONTINUE
o0 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PNTMX(M, R, C, RS, CS, COLAC, FRMTCC, LUN)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*4 RS
row dimension of array used to store M
INTEGER*4 CS
col dimension of array used to store M
REAL*8 M(RS, CS)
matrix to be output
INTEGER*4 R
number of rows in matrix to be output
INTEGER*4 C
number of cols in matrix to be output
INTEGER*4 COLAC
total number of COLomns allowed ACross page
CHARACTER*6 FRMTCC
formatting to be used
INTEGER*4 LUN
Logical Unit Number of Output Device
CHARACTER*41 FORCHR
format character
INTEGER*4 IX
number of characters in format field
REAL*8 X
format field in [FIELD LENGTH].[SIG FIGS]
INTEGER*4 TB
total number of blocks needed to output M
INTEGER*4 I
loop counter
INTEGER*4 J
loop counter
INTEGER*4 K
loop counter
INTEGER*4 B
loop counter
CHARACTER*6 TEMPC6
statement functions
INTEGER*4 FC
INTEGER*4 LC
INTEGER*4 TC
Statement Function Definitions
FC(B) = (B-1)*COLAC + 1
Element Number of First Column in Block 'B'
LC(B) = MIN( B*COLAC, C)
Element Number of Last Column in Block 'B'
TC(B) = LC(B) - FC(B) + 1
Total Number of Columns in Block 'B'
Executable Code
DO 100 I = 1, 6
IF ( ICHAR(FRMTCC(I:I)
f ICHAR(FRMTCC(I:I)
TEMPC6 = FRMTCC(I:
WRITE(*,*) 'MATRIX'
READ(TEMPC6, *) X
GO TO 200
ENDIF
00 CONTINUE
STOP
00 IX = X
FORCHR
FORCHR
.GE. 48
.LE. 57
.AND.
THEN
= '(5X,<N>I<IX>,/,<R>(lX,I3,2X,<N>F10.5 ))'
= '(5X,<N>I<IX>,/,<R>(lX,I3,2X,<N>F10.5 ,/))'
12345678911234567892123456789312345678941
WRITE(FORCHR(32:
WRITE(FORCHR(09:
WRITE(FORCHR(16:
37),
12),
18),
'(A6)'
'(I3)'
'(I13)'
FRMTCC
IX
R
TB = 1 + (C-1)/COLAC
Total Number of Blocks needed to print whole matrix
DO 11 B =
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
CONTINUE
1, TB
(FORCHR(05:07), '(13)' ) TC(B)
(FORCHR(29:31), '(13)' ) TC(B)
(LUN,FORCHR) (COLAC*(B-I)+K, K=l, TC(B)),
(I, (M(I,J), J=FC(B), LC(B)), I=1,R)
RETURN
END
REAL*4 FUNCTION
REAL*4 A(3)
RSS4 = SQRT( A(1)**2 + A(2)**2 + A(3)**2
RETURN
END
REAL*8 FUNCTION RSS8(A)
REAL*8 A(3)
RSS8 = SQRT( A(1)**2 + A(2)**2 + A(3)**2
RETURN
END
..................................................................... 72
This module (RANDOM) contains 2 subroutines and 2 function subroutines.
The function (RANO) shuffles the output of the VAX provided random
! Gives overflow
RSS4 (A)
number generator (RAN) in order to break up sequential correlations.GAUSS and MARKOV are two subroutines which rely on RANO to generate
random numbers.
S.......................... 
............ 72
REAL*4 FUNCTION RANO(IDUM)
from "NUMERICAL RECIPES" page 195
IMPLICIT NONE
INCLUDE 'PARAMSDB. FOR'
INCLUDE 'CONTRLCB. FOR'
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
IDUM
ISEED
J
JNINT,JMOD
V(97)
DUM, CSEED
Y
!Used for LAHEY Compiler
!STOPPED USING CSEED
LOGICAL*4
DATA
FRSTPASS
FRSTPASS / .TRUE. /
IF ( IDUM.LT.0 .OR. FRSTPASS ) THEN
IF( MONTCARL(1) ) THEN
ISEED = JNINT(l.E4*SECNDS(0.0))
IF ( JMOD(ISEED, 2).EQ.0 ) ISEED = ISEED + 1
ELSE
ISEED = SEED
END IF
IF ( FRSTPASS ) THEN
WRITE (35, 10) ISEED
ELSE
WRITE (35, 20) ISEED
END IF
CSEED=FLOAT(ISEED) !For Lahey Compiler
RANDS(cseed) for Lahey Compiler
DUM = RAN(ISEED)
DO 110 J = 1, 97
DUM = RAN(ISEED) !RND(iseed)
CONTINUE
DO 120 J = 1, 97
V(J) = RAN(ISEED) !RND(iseed)
CONTINUE
Y = RAN(ISEED) !RND(iseed)
FRSTPASS = .FALSE.
END IF
J = 1 + INT(97.0 * Y)
IF (J.GT.97 .OR. J.LT.1)
Y = V(J)
RANO = Y
V(J) = RAN(ISEED)
for Lahey Compiler
for Lahey Compiler
for Lahey Compiler
PAUSE'DEAD IN MODULE "RAN0"'
!RND(iseed) for Lahey Compiler
RETURN
mm
mm
0 FORMAT (1X,'INITIAL RANDOM NUMBER SEED = ',120)
:0 FORMAT (1X,'RANDOM NUMBER SEED RESET TO : ',120)
END
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(ACTION, MEAN, VARIANCE, RN)
IMPLICIT NONE
... input arguments
INTEGER*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
ACTION
if less than ZERO, random number seed is
reset in module "RANO"
MEAN
the mean of the output random number
VARIANCE
the variance of the output random number
-... output arguments
REAL*4 RN
gaussian Random Number
'... function subprogram declarations
REAL*4 GASDEV
returns gaussian random number with a
mean of 0 and a sigma = sqrt(variance) of 1
... executable code
RN = SQRT(VARIANCE) * GASDEV(ACTION) + MEAN
RETURN
END
REAL*4 FUNCTION GASDEV(IDUM)
from "NUMERICAL RECIPES" page 203
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
DATA
IF ( IDUM .LT.
IF (ISET.EQ.0)
IDUM
ISET
Vl
V2
R
FAC
GSET
RANO
ISET / 0 /
0 )
THEN
ISET = 0
M
mm
Vl = 2.*RANO(IDUM) - 1.
V2 = 2.*RANO(IDUM) - 1.
R = V1**2 + V2**2
IF (R.GT.1.) GOTO 1
FAC = SQRT(-2.*LOG(R)/R)
GSET = V1*FAC
GASDEV = V2*FAC
ISET = 1
ELSE
GASDEV = GSET
ISET = 0
END IF
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE MARKOV(ACTION, VARIANCE, DT, TAU,
This routine calculates discrete ist order M
(RN) with variance v for a time interval of
... input arguments
INTEGER*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
ACTION
if less than ZERO, will res
VARIANCE
the variance of the markov
DT
delta t
TAU
time constant
RN
the previous markov random
... output arguments
REAL*4 RN
the current markov random nl
... local variables
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
REAL*4
QK
EX
WK
MEAN
parameter statements
PARAMETER ( MEAN = 0.0 )
... executable code
... calculate variance of white sequence
QK=VARIANCE* (1. -EXP(-20*DT/TAU))
0 • • • 4P • • • • 0 • • •
EX=EXP (-DT/TAU)
CALL GAUSS(ACTION, MEAN, QK, WK)
RN = EX*RN + WK
RETURN
END
REAL*4 FUNCTION GAUSSFNC4 (VARIANCE)
This function returns a zero-mean gaussian variable
with a variance of VARIANCE.
.... input argumrnts
REAL*4 VARIANCE
.... local variables
REAL*4 RN
gaussian random number with variance=VARIANCE
2... executable code
CALL GAUSS(0, 0.0, VARIANCE, RN)
GAUSSFNC4 = RN
RETURN
END
REAL*8 FUNCTION GAUSSFNC8(VARIANCE)
This function returns a zero-mean gaussian variable
with a variance of VARIANCE.
... input argumrnts
REAL*8 VARIANCE
... local variables
REAL*4 RN
gaussian random number with variance=VARIANCE
... executable code
CALL GAUSS(0, 0.0, SNGL(VARIANCE), RN)
GAUSSFNC8 = DBLE(RN)
RETURN
END
REAL*8 FUNCTION UNIF(A, B)
... this function returns a random number in the interval [A;B].
.... input arguments
REAL*8 A ! left boundary of interval
REAL*8 B ! right boundary of interval
.... executable code
CHANGE THIS FROM RANO.
UNIF = RANO (0)*(B-A) + A
RETURN
END
m
This section acts as a common block. It contains the fundamental
parameters for the model. This block also contains universal constants.
Name of this file : PARAMSDB.FOR
system model parameters
INTEGER*4 NBSTATES
the number of states used in the simulation
INTEGER*4 NUMBSTEP
maximum number of steps which will take place in the
simulation; used for storage of Kalman Gain
during Monte Carlo runs
INTEGER*4 ONE
the number one (1): used for matrix operations
INTEGER*4 TWO
the number two (2): used for matrix operations
INTEGER*4 THREE
the number three (3): used for matrix operations
PARAMETER (NBSTATES = 13)
PARAMETER (NUMBSTEP = 1000)
PARAMETER (ONE = 1)
PARAMETER (TWO = 2)
PARAMETER (THREE = 3)
... physical and universal constants
REAL*8 EPSN4
epsilon - a small number in REAL*8
REAL*8 EPSN8
epsilon - a small number in REAL*8
REAL*8 PI
3.141592654
REAL*8 DEGTORAD
number of radians in a degrees
REAL*8 ANOM
the nominal value of a = (rho(vel**2)Az)/(2m)
REAL*8 RNOM(3)
the nominal x,y,z distances from experiment
package to the shuttle center of mass.
REAL*8 DELTATH
The experiment gyro quantization
REAL*8 DELTAVEL
The experiment accelerometer quantization
REAL*8 DELALPHA
the error in the angle of attack
REAL*8 DELBETA
the error in the side slip angle
... some physical parameters
REAL*8 AX,AY,AZ
Axial,side and normal planform area cross sections
initialized at the end of this block:
i
3 AX,AY,AZ, ANOM,RNOM, DELTATH, DELTAVEL
PARAMETER (EPSN4=1.OE-04)
PARAMETER (EPSN8=1.0E-04)
PARAMETER (PI=3.141592654)
PARAMETER (DEGTORAD=0.01745329252)
:... system characteristics
SIGMBEE
Experiment IMU Accelerometer bias
SIGMKEY
Experiment IMU Accelerometer scale factor
SIGMAAA
Scalar multiplying f(alpha,beta) in Fa
SIGMCOX
Function that is the X component of f(above)
SIGMCOY
Function that is the Y component of f(above
SIGMCOZ
Function that is the Z component of f(above
SIGMARX
Xhat distance from the CM to the experiment IMU
SIGMARY
Yhat distance from the CM to the experiment IMU
SIGMARZ
Zhat distance from the CM to the experiment IMU
)... Other variables of interest, apart from the state variables
REAL*8 SIGMAEE
laser gyro random walk drift
REAL*8 SIGMABG
Shuttle IMU resolver bias
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
(SIGMBEE
(SIGMBEE
(SIGMKEY
(SIGMKEY
(SIGMAAA
(SIGMAAA
(SIGMCOX
(SIGMCOX
(SIGMCOY
(SIGMCOY
(SIGMCOZ
(SIGMCOZ
(SIGMARX
(SIGMARX
(SIGMARY
(SIGMARY
(SIGMARZ
(SIGMARZ
3.22D-04)
3.22D-06)
500.OD-06)
500.OD-04)
4.OD-03)
4.0D-05)
4.0D-02)
4.OD-04)
5.OD-02)
5.OD-04)
2. OD-01)
2.0D-03)
1)
1D-02)
1)
1D-02)
1)
1D-02)
(SIGMAEE = 0.DO)
(SIGMABG = 1.454D-04)
=10micro-g in ft/sec^2
TESTING
=500 ppm.
TESTING
=est. a = 0.02ft/sec^2
TESTING
=estimated CX= 0.4
TESTING
=estimated CY= 0.5
TESTING
=estimated
TESTING
=estimated
TESTING
=estimated
TESTING
=estimated
TESTING
CZ= 2.0
RX= -10ft
RY= Oft
RZ= Ift
=0 deg.*(hr.)-1/2
=30 arc secs.
measurement noise characteristics
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
m
SIGMAQA
Wide-band accelerometer errors, which are
primarily quantization errors
SIGMAQG
Experiment gyros quantization error(l sigma/axis)
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
(SIGMAQA = 9.295D-06)
(SIGMAQA = 9.295D-02)
(SIGMAQG = 1.400D-06)
! =1/SQRT (12) * (DELTAVEL)
! =1/SQRT(12) * (DELTAVEL)
! =1/SQRT(12) * (DELTATH)
PARAMETER (AX = 60.DO) !Estimate
PARAMETER (AY = 500.DO) !Estimate
PARAMETER (AZ = 600.DO) !Estimate
DATA ANOM /2.0D-02/ !2.0D01 was used before
CC DATA ANOM /2.OD01/ !TESTING
DATA RNOM /-10.DO, O.DO,1.ODO/
CC DATA RNOM /-10.DO, O.0D0,6.DO/ !TESTING
DATA DELTATH /4.848D-06/ !1 arcsec = 1/(60**2)of ideg(rad)
CC DATA DELTAVEL /3.22D-05/ !to give DELV/(2*DELT)=0.5micro g
DATA DELTAVEL /3.22D-01/ !to give DELV/(2*DELT)=0.5micro g
REAL*8
REAL*8
C ----------------------------------------------------------------------
C... contains default values for the parameters defined in CONTRLCB.FOR
C -------DEFAULDB.FOR--------------------------------------------------------------
C DEFAULDB.FOR
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
DEROTAX
default axis for
(X=1 , Y = 2 , Z
DEROTAX2
default axis for
(X=1 , Y = 2 , Z
DEROTRA
default rotation
(in rev./min.)
DEROTRA2
default rotation
first rotation
= 3)
second rotation
= 3)
rate for first rotation
rate for second rotation
(in rev./min.)
DEROTDU
default rotation duration for first rotation
DEROTDU2
default rotation duration for second rotation
DESIMDUR
default duration of simulation after maneuvers have
been completed
DEDELTAT
default integration step (secs.)
DENBSAMP
default number of Monte.Carlo samples to perform
DET1
default value of T1
DEVELOCITY
default velocity of the shuttle
DENBMANEUV
default number of maneuvers deeded
Assignment of values for these parameters
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
PARAMETER
(DEROTAX = 1)
(DEROTAX2 = 2)
(DEROTRA = l.DO)
(DEROTRA2 = l.DO)
(DEROTDU = 60)
(DEROTDU2 = 60)
(DESIMDUR = 0)
(DEDELTAT = 1)
(DENBSAMP = 0)
(DET1 = 0)
(DEVELOCITY = 25000.DO) !Estimate
(DENBMANEUV = 2) !for transfer alignment
SCommon Block "CONTRLCB" contains the parameters that control the
2 simulation.
COMMON /CONTRLCB/
ROTAX,
ROTRA,
ROTDU,
SIMDU,
DELTAT,
MONTCARL,
ORIGMEAS,
UDU,
SEED,
NUMBSAMP,
MCSAMPNU,
Tl,
VELOCITY,
VELBODY,
VEL,
NBMANEUV,
LENGTH,
ALPHA,
BETA,
COLUMN,
EOF
NEW : VELOCITY,VELBODY,VEL,NBMANEUV,LENGTH,ALPHA, BETA,COLUMN.
Also, DELTAT is the same as IMURATE.
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
Check why
REAL*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
LOGICAL*4
LOGICAL*4
LOGICAL*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER* 4
ROTAX(25)
rotation axis for all the maneuvers
ROTRA(25)
rotation rate for all the maneuvers
ROTDU was real*8 while DEFREAL4 is called
ROTDU(25)
rotation duration for each of the maneuvers
SIMDU
duration of simulation after completion of maneuvers
DELTAT
integration time step for propagation of IMU errors
IMURATE
the rate of Experiment IMU measurements
MONTCARL(2)
flag which if (1) true will randomize variables
differently for each run; if (2) true will
perform a Monte Carlo run
ORIGMEAS
origin of measurements : True if they are read from
source files ,False if they are generated
UDU
True if U-D-UT formulation of the filter is desired
False if conventional Kalman formulation of the filter
is desired
SEED
initial value of random seed used if .not.MONTCARL(1)
NUMBSAMP
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
LOGICAL*4
number of Monte Carlo runs which are to be performed
MCSAMPNU
Monte Carlo sample being computed currently
T1
time of beginning of maneuver
VELOCITY(THREE,25)
Matrix of velocities for all rotations of the Shuttle
Column number = number of the maneuver
VELBODY (THREE)
Velocity in body coordinates for the current maneuver
VEL
Magnitude of the velocity for the current maneuver
NBMANEUV
Number of maneuvers required
LENGTH
Correlation length of the density variations
ALPHA
Angle of attack of the shuttle (pitch angle)
BETA
Sideslip angle of the shuttle (yaw angle)
COLUMN
This corresponds to the number of the maneuver
EOF
End Of File flag for input trajectory data file
***INITIALIZE AS ".FALSE."
m
C
C Common Block "MATRIXCB" contains the matrices and vectors for computing
C estimated states using the Kalman method. The parameters for addressing
C terms in the matrices are also defined.
C
C................................................... 
....................
C
COMMON / MATRIXCB /
f STEPCNT,
f PHI,
f Q,
f P,
f RMX,
f KG,
f RESID,
f H,
f UM,
f X,
f XHAT,
f Z,
f WMX,
f HSMX,
f ZSMX,
f PMX
C
INTEGER*4 STEPCNT
C the number of steps which have taken place in the
C simulation so far (STEP CouNT); used for
C storage of KG during Monte Carlo runs
REAL*8 PHI(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
C the transition matrix for the filter
REAL*8 Q(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
C process noise matrix for the filter
REAL*8 P(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
C the system covariance for the filter
REAL*8 RMX(THREE,THREE)
C the system measurement noise matrix
REAL*8 KG(NBSTATES,THREE)
C the kalman gain for the filter: a matrix
REAL*8 RESID(THREE)
C the measurement residual Z-H.X
REAL*8 H(THREE,NBSTATES)
C the observation matrix for the filter: a vector
REAL*8 UM(NBSTATES, NBSTATES)
C the U-D factors of the system covariance
REAL*8 X(NBSTATES)
the simulated state vector
REAL*8 XHAT(NBSTATES)
the predicted state vector
REAL*8 Z(THREE)
the measurement vector
REAL*8 WMX(THREE,THREE)
the rotation matrix
REAL*8 HSMX(THREE)
force and rotation component of the measurement
using estimated values.
REAL*8 ZSMX(THREE)
C force and rotation component of the measurement
C using true values.
REAL*8 PMX(THREE)
C elements of 'f' defined with alpha,beta,AX and AZ
C
C... elements of the matrices
C
INTEGER*4 XBEE
C Experiment IMU laser gyro bias drift rate
INTEGER*4 XKEY
Experiment IMU laser gyro scale factor
INTEGER*4 XAAA
C Scalar multiplying f(alpha,beta) in Fa
INTEGER*4 XCOX
Function that is the X component of f(above)
INTEGER*4 XCOY
2 Function that is the Y component of f(above
INTEGER*4 XCOZ
C Function that is the Z component of f(above
INTEGER*4 XARX
C Xhat distance from the CM to the experiment IMU
INTEGER*4 XARY
C Yhat distance from the CM to the experiment IMU
INTEGER*4 XARZ
C Zhat distance from the CM to the experiment IMU
C
REAL*8 ONEIAT(THREE,THREE)
C The vectors defining the orientation of the
C accelorometer directions (xhatlyhatlzhat)
C
C I have 13 states. But to keep the format of the program, I've
C defined the parameters to be actual value - 1...(start from 0).
PARAMETER (XBEE = 0)
PARAMETER (XKEY = 3)
PARAMETER (XAAA = 6)
PARAMETER (XCOX = 7)
PARAMETER (XCOY = 8)
PARAMETER (XCOZ = 9)
PARAMETER (XARX = 10)
PARAMETER (XARY = 11)
PARAMETER (XARZ = 12)
DATA ONEIAT /1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,1.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,1.0/
C... This Common Block contains the time constants for the scaling
C coefficient and the aerodynamic coefficients, and also the Shuttle
C IMU resolver bias.
C........................................................................
C
COMMON /FILTERCB/
f BG,
f TAUA,
f TAUC
REAL*8 BG(3)
2 Shuttle IMU resolver bias
REAL*8 TAUA
c TauA = 1/v
· Correlation time of scaling coefficient 'a'
(Corr. length of density variations/shuttle vel.)
REAL*8 TAUC
TauC = Pi/3*W
SCorr. time of del Ci (error terms of Ci's)
S(W = Shuttle angular rate/lWibl)
m
% *oo *o **ooooao0ooooooo0oooooooooo 
........................... o ... o .oooo*
C
This common block, PLOTTR, contains variables which control
the storage of variables in an output file for later access
by a plotting routine.
C.............. 0 ...... • . . • ............... • . .
COMMON /PLOTTRCB/
PLOT,
LPLOTS,
PLOTS,
NUMP,
TITLE
LOGICAL*4
LOGICAL*4
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
CHARACTER*32
DATA
DATA
PLOT
if .T. outputs data every second
LPLOTS(7)
variable for individual plots
PLOTS (6)
to a file for plotting
not currently used, leave initial values unchanged
NUMP
not currently used, leave initial values unchanged
TITLE(17)
not currently used, leave initial values unchanged
PLOT
LPLOTS(1)
/.TRUE./
/.TRUE./
COMMON /MEASURCB/
EXPETIME,
SHUTTIME,
QIBSIND,
QBEIEINDH,
QWBEIE,
QIBS,
QPBSIND
REAL*8 EXPETIME
time -tag of Experiment quaternions
REAL*8 SHUTTIME
time -tag of Shuttle quaternions
REAL*8 QIBSIND(5)
Inertial to body of the shuttle quaternion (indicated value)
REAL*8 QBEIEINDH (5)
Shuttle attitude quaternion (indicated value)
REAL*8 QWBEIE(5)
Shuttle rotation quaternion
REAL*8 QIBS(5)
Inertial to Body-of-the-Shuttle quaternion
REAL*8 QPBSIND(5)
Platform to Body-of-the-Shuttle quaternion (indicated value)
REAL*8 QBENBS(5)
orient'n quat. btween Body of Exper't and Body of Shuttle
DATA QBENBS/0,1,0,0,0/
C
This common block contains global variables used for testing
and debugging purposes. most of them are not used actively
and must be initialized manually.
C................................................
C
COMMON /TESTERCB/
C
REAL*8
INTEGER*4
TESTR4,
TESTI4,
TIMER1LB,
TIMER1UB,
TIMER1EQ,
TIMER1DB,
TESTC32,
DAEXROATT,
DASHUTATT,
DBFFMX2,
DBTFMX2,
TOTAL
TESTR4
TESTI4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
CHARACTER*32
TIMER1LB
timer # 1
TIMERlUB
timer # 1
TIMER1EQ
timer # 1
TIMER1DB
timer # 1
TESTC32
lower bound
upper bound
equality criterion
divisible by criterion
LOGICAL*4
LOGICAL*4
LOGICAL*4
LOGICAL*4
REAL*8
DAEXROATT
debug variable for module "AEXROATT"
DASHUTATT
debug variable for module "ASHUTATT"
DBFFMX2
debug variable for module "BFFMX2"
DBTFMX2
debug variable for module "BTFMX2"
TOTAL
Total time elapsed in multiples of ROTDU
